Title word cross-reference

$100$ [Apt14]. $120$ [Hen15b]. $127$ [Llo15].
$135.00$ [Smi96]. $14$ [Sch15]. $140$ [GG14].
$15$ [Jar90]. $17.95$ [Had84]. $19.95$
$24.95$ [Lep14, Bro90]. $27$ [Wlo15]. $29$
[Sha14]. $29.25$ [Hea15]. $29.95$
[Ger17, Mes15]. 30 [Mau13]. $31.00$ [Bra15].
$34$ [Su14]. $35$
[Ano15f, Dev14b, Lau14, Mir17, Rap15a].
[LF15, Rob86]. 40 [Edd71b]. $42$ [Nau98].
$45$ [Kes15]. $49.99$ [Bec15]. $50$
[Kru17, Rem15]. $60$ [Mal15]. 600 [GB95].
$79$ [Wil15]. $8.95$ [Had84]. $87$ [CWW17].
$89.95$ [Gan15]. $8 = \psi^{1,2,3}$ [Cov15]. $90$
[Ano15f]. $95$ [Swe17c]. c
[Kin87, NRKN16, Rag05].
[Ash82, Mal10, Ste12a, Ano15f]. ∆ [MS04].

-1000 [Hub83]. -4000 [Gin91b]. -601
[Hub83]. -86 [Mar75]. -Ft [Edd71b, Mau13].
-inch [Ost07]. -year [GB95]. -Year-Old
[Eva09b].

Žagań [CM10].
/Catalogue [Kun91]. /Charles [Tur07].
/Collected [Gin93]. /Heretic [Tes10].
/the [War08].

0 [Hei14a, Oes15, Swe17c, Wlo15, Ash82].
1 [Ano15f, BH73a, Ber14, Bru78b, Eva87b,

= [Ano15f, Chi16, Jar14]. Ḣisā [NRKN16].

Âge [Har85].


Absolutism [Sha94b]. Absorption [SB72a, SB72b]. Abstracts [Mea70a]. Abu [Ken78, NKM+16, Nor92a, Sal95].

Abu-r-Raihan [Ken78]. Abundances [DK83b]. Abyss [Dra80]. Académie [Ler06]. Academy [Bok73, Oes15, Tur79a].

Accademia [Tur84]. Accademici [GM03]. Accelerating [Ell08]. Acceleration [Dog87, Edd82]. Accelerations [Ste77].

According [Kre93, SC88]. Account [Gol94]. Accounting [CWW17, Ush15]. Accuracy [Cha83, Edm11, FS96, LZ99, Moz13b, Moz13c, Nev96, SS91a, SSM97, SS98a, SH81, SF95, Wes78, Wün99].

Achievement [Wal77]. Achievements [Ano84b, Hos02b, Woo80]. Achilles [Dan04a]. Achromatic [Bak15, Ost94].

Achttiende [Van02a]. across [McC07, Nor06, Rug04]. Act [Ste13]. Acta [Ano15f, Kle14, Voe03]. Activities [Tat99].

Activity [CG10, Sak80, UC16]. Actors [Tat99]. Actuelles [Cap12]. Actus [Hei14b]. AD [Wal13, Gin97a]. Adair [Sch15].

Adams [Dic91a, HB92]. Adaptations [CG18]. Adaptive [Max12]. Addenda [Hos91b, PHP93]. Addendum [EBA94, GV98b, HP99, Le 09, Sch84a, Van71a].

Additional [Zed05, Swe86a]. Addresses [Tur71b]. Adelard [Eas89, Sal95, Eas89].


Adolf [Hen13, Hen13]. Adriaan [Het74, BHT73a, BHT73b, H92]. aduqa [Ste12a]. Advance [Lov77]. Advancing [Sm12].

Adventures [Ber94, Dic00a, Ost20]. Aesthetics [Olo04]. Aether [Gol72a, Gra00]. Aether-Drift [Gol73a]. Aevi [Gin87c]. Affair [Coy07, Dra90, Gin05d, Mcm09, Döb96, Ped83].

Africa [BEG98, BBMG03, EBB+01, Swe98, War77, War79]. African [KHM+12, Mal15].

After [Eas96, Gra11b, Ano80a, Ash79a, Gin11a, Gol87a, Hir85, Hos73, Mca70b, Rap15b, Swe70, Van95b].

Aftermath [HW07]. Again [Eis06, Eva93b, Wlo15, Gle07]. Against [Lep14, Ald97, Don79, Gin02c, Gra10, Gra12d, GB86, Gue12, Sha07b, Van07].

Age [Ber97b, Brt90, Edd71a, Gin01d, Kra07c, Mac93, Mar97, Mil04, Pan95, Sch03, Ste00a, Tri10, Mer09].

Ageing [Gin88a]. Agenda [Hos12b]. Ages [Aul16, Dev00a, Ell08, Eva82, McC99, Mer09, Mor08, Obr14, Sch84a, Sch84b, Ano78b, Dal78, Eas96, GC06, Hos97a, Pou75, Sam13, Ste96, UC17, Sam13].

Agiata [BEBM02]. Agnes [Eis03, Eis03]. AHU [Li89]. A’Imma [GKS72]. Aires [Nor91b].

Airy [Cha88]. Aiton [Ano91b]. Akademie [Hal03, Hei14b, Oes15, RR13].

Akkadische [Ano15f, Kle14]. Akkadian [Sol09, Sol09]. Akkadske [Sol09]. Akten [Swe98].

Al [Ans05, Ken78, Sal09, Ack05, Ave87, Gli88, Gol73b, Hos01b, Ken94, Kin87, Llz17, Rag85, Ros74b, Sal94b, Sch07b, Sha92, Ves73, GKS72, GC06, Kin73].

RPPA15, Sam07, Sch13, Yz17, Hos01b, Na016, Rag16b, RA18, Sal87, Sal94b, SM94, Swe17c, VB01, Ves73, Ken73, Rag83, Sam07, Ack05, Kin95a, NRKN16, Sal79].

Al-A’Imma [GKS72]. al-’Amakin [Sal79].

Al-Andalus [Sal09, Hos01b, Na016, Swe17c]. Al-Asfi [RPPA15]. Al-Birjandion [Ano5].

Al-Biruni [Ken78, Ros74b, Rag83].

Al-Bitrüji [Sha92]. Al-Bitrúji [Ken78].

al-Corsuno [RA18]. al-Din [Sal94b, Ves73].

al-Din [Ack05, Ken94]. al-Farabî [Liz17].

Al-Farghani [Sam07]. Al-Farghani’s [Sam07]. Al-Hadib [GC06]. al-Hay’a [Rag85]. al-Haytham [Gol73b].

al-Haytham’s [Kin95a]. al-Kühî [VB01].

al-Khafrî [Sal94b]. al-Khalîlî [Kin73].

Al-Kindi [Yaz14]. al-Magrib [Hos01b].

al-Misri [Ack05]. al-Rûhî [NRKN16].

al-Shâtîr [Rag16b, Sal87]. al-Shukuk [Gol73b].

al-Tûsî [Ves73]. al-Tusi [Ken94].

al-zijat [Kin87]. al-Zarqa‘ulluh [SM94].

Aliquşhî [Rag05]. ala [Gol73b]. Alain
Sym15, SK16, Tau09, Voe01, Was77, vdW90, Cul17, ABB03, BS06, BSO8, BFAH+10, CS14, Cul93, Cul05, Dav85, Duk04, Eva08, Han09b, Loc85, Loc90, Loc96, Loc99, LB06, Roc14, Sch00a, SB05, SBF07b, SBF07a, SK97, SC13, Tre90, Tum74, Yor01, Bur82, Eva02, HS81, Llo09, Loc96, Nor96, Ste77.

Asservantur [Gin87c]. Assessed [Kre05, Lon06]. Assessment [Edm11, TTF76]. Assistants [Wil00]. Associated [NR14]. Association [Duk03, Smi12]. Assyrian [Iwa03]. Ast [Bow06]. Asteroid [Mir17, Cun16]. Asteroids [RS18, Wil02]. astonishment [HDG+13]. Astral [Jar09a, Jon06b, Oss18, Bri01b]. Astrarri [Tur03]. Assyrian [Iwa03]. Ast [Bow06]. Asteroid [Mir17, Cun16]. Asteroids [RS18, Wil02]. Astarte [Bow06]. Astra [Edd74, Ost05b, Sta99, Dev07]. Astro-Archaeology [Edd74]. Astro-Optiker [Ost05b]. Astro-Physicists [Dev07]. Astro-Optik [Ost05b]. Astro-Technik [Sta99]. Astrolabes [Ack10, Ano74a, Dek12, Gin78, Hen75, Nor04, Pou79, Pou99, Ack10, Dek12, Gin78c, Ste06b]. Astrolabu [Nor02]. Astrolabes [Ack10, Ano74a, Dek12, Gin88c, Gin90f]. Astrolabe [Ano77l, Dav17, Eva09a, Gib78, GKS72, Gin01a, Hen75, Nor09, Nor02, Plon99, Pou79, Pou99, Sam07, SV16, Tur96, Tur15, Woa87, DL15, Hsu13, Sha84, Eva09a, Gib78, Hen75, Nor90, Sam07, She15, Tur96]. Astrolabe [Ack10, Ano74a, Dek12, Gin88c, Gin03e, Hen75, Nor04, Pou79, Rec11, RA18, Ste06b, Van99, Ack10, Dek12, Gin78c, Ste06b]. Astrolabes [Ack10, Ano74a, Dek12, Gin88c, Gin03e, Hen75, Nor04, Pou79, Rec11, RA18, Ste06b, Van99, Ack10, Dek12, Gin78c, Ste06b]. Astrolabu [Nor02]. Astrolabes [Ack10, Ano74a, Dek12, Gin88c, Gin03e, Hen75, Nor04, Pou79, Rec11, RA18, Ste06b, Van99, Ack10, Dek12, Gin78c, Ste06b]. Astrometric [Wün99]. Astrometry [Die00b]. Astronauts [Ger17, Neu13, Kes10]. Astromy [Gol84, Nor80, Sha08]. Astronom [LC10, Bow83, Can09]. Astronomen [Gin06a, Kin83, Gin90f]. Astronomer [Apt99, Aub16, Coh97, Coh99, Déb13, Dew00, Eva87a, Fei03, Gin81c, Has11, Hos88, How05, Kle14, Kri88, Lev17a, Mir17, Naz16, Per00, Sha07b, Spe13, Su17, Tho71b, Tri13, Ver17, Wil14a, Sel12, Rei18, Siv05, Apt14, Gen90b, Phi91, Sel14]. Astronomers [Ban12, Ben84, Ber97b, Bru78b, Bru78c, Cow71, Dew00, Die97a, Doh99b, FS96, Gin91b, Hos89a, Hos08a, Kid90, Kin83, Kul80, Kul87, Maf05, McC82, McC94, Mor01a, O'D06, Ome79, Pas03a, Rot80, Sch12a, Sha87b, Shi00, SFR95, Oes15, SS96, SS97a, Ben84, Doe01, Gin85a, Hol10b, Hos89a, Rot80]. Astronomies [Ver87]. Astronomi [Bel11, Gin87c, Hei00]. Astronomia [Cár88, Gin96c, Pan09b, vN12, Ste02b, Bel06, Hos00a, Hos12a, Dav15, Has87, Rug95, Ste02b, Ste12b]. Astronomiae [Voe03, vB10, Ano15f, Kle14, Ped79, VES98]. Astronomica [Don00, Voe97, Don92, Tau13]. Astronomical [ASE+13, Ano70b, Ano71, Ano70b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano15b, AZB02, Ash87, ASS13, Ban13, dB70, Bel14a, BG10, BGP13, Ben87b, Ber94, BH12, Bra90, BBW97, Bro88b, Bry81, Car08, Cau17, CK07, CG10, Cha12, Con70, Cul93, Cul05, DeV98, Dev00a, Déb96, Dew00, Dob77, Eas00, Eas10, Edd80, Eis88a, Eva93b, FV17, For73, For76, Gen90a, Gen92a, Gin72, Gin85a, Gin88b, Gin90d, Gin90e, Gin90h, Gin92c, Gin95b, Gin11b, Gol87b, Gol98, Gol01b, GC06, Grö83, Haa84, Haz02, Hei14b, Her77, Hin04, Hol10b, Hos84a, Hos06a, How80, How86, How94, Hub91, HuF91, JJ10, Jar75, Jar77, Jon91a, Kel83, Kin79, Kin87, Kra17, Kre81b, KIR98, Kre12, Kun90, Lan89, Lil99, Lüt10, McC13c, Mea71, MS85.
Astronomical [OP92, Oss12, Ost92b, Ost94, Pan09a, Pan10, Pap91, P´eo08, PCS7, Pet04, Pin71a, Pou85, Pow95, PRA87, PC89, Qua17, Rag92, Ram10, Rap11a, RPPA15, Ron89, Ros74a, RMH91, RM92, Sal90, Sal06, Sam13, Sch04a, SS16, Sch84a, Sch84b, Sco90, Sid05, Spe80, Spr00, Sta11, Sta04, Sta10, SS98a, Ste77, SY92, SS06, Sym15, TTT71, UL95, UCI16, War77, Way96, Wil84, You6, Che72, Cul72, Hea14, Hen15b, KG82, Kre80b, Mer98a, Pin98, Pri91, Gi91b, Her71, PP82, Dew00, Gin95b, Gol00, Hos73, Hub91, Mühl91, Orc88, Sta10].


Astronomie [Ash79a, Bat87, Cha89, Dob99a, Dup08, Eva06, For70a, For82, Gin07b, Gol95, Hat88, Her76, Kin81, Kre80a, Kre99, Kre07b, Oes10, Sta99, Gra80, PS98, Van98b, Cha75, Ham11, Her94, Mos90, Ver87, Wel78].

Astronomiegeschichte [Voe03].

Astronomies [Mal15, Rug00, Wal99, Hos96, Wal99].

Astronomii [Prz79, Wer10].

Astronomique [JT92, Mol76, PP82].

Astronomiques [Dob83b, Dob77].

Astronomische [Tak92, Mol76, PP82].

Astronomischen [Her76, Fei13, Hei14b, Sta99].

Astronomischer [Gau17].

Astronomisches [Swe90].

Astronomia [McC08].

Astronomy [Ack10, Ald97, Ald09, And90, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70c, Ano71c, Ano71d, Ano71k, Ano72b, Ano72i, Ano72j, Ano73a, Ano75a, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80c, Ano82l, Ano94c, Ano97c, Ano98a, Ano98c, An085, Arm72, Ash72, Ash79a, Atk75, AHI94, Ave95, Ave99, Ave11, Ban10, Bat87, Bat90, Bat15, Bee71, Bel07, Bel06, Bel09b, Bel14b, BM15, Ben75, Ben91a, Ben92, Ber74, Ber81, Ber82, Ber97b, Ber14, Bru96, Bur82, CL05, Car88, Cau08, CG97, Cha98, Cha00, Cha17, Cha83, Cha15b, Cha75, Dal01, De 13, De59, Dek08b, Dev14a, Die97a, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, DK96, Dob99a, Dob99b, Doe05, Don02, DH73, Duf17, Duk12, Dun92, Eas97, Eas01, Edl72, Edl80, EBo4, Ell85, Ell90, Eva99, Eva01, Eva02, Eva05, Eva07, Far93, For70a, For80a, For16].

Astronomy [GB11, Gau10, Gin72, Gin83b, Gin89c, Gin91b, Gin96a, Gin01d, Gin02a, Gin03b, Gin06b, Gin07b, Gin11a, Gin13c, Gol95, Gra12b, Gra12a, Gra80b, Gau99, Gue2, Had84, HH07, Hal03, Ham11, Har72, Har77, Har78, Har14, Hat88, Hea97, Heg85, Hei00, Heo8, Her94, Hew74, Hig16, Hir85, Hiv81, HH82, HH84, Hos71a, Hos73, HG80, Hos86b, Hos95b, Hos97a, Hos00a, Hos95a, Hos14c, How80, Jar98, JH92, Jon06b, Jon10, Kak95, Kel10, Ken73, Ken87, Kin78, Kin81, Kin87, Kre80a, Kre81b, Kre01, Kre07b, Kre10, Kre11, Kri88, Kri87, Lai14, LF15, Lei17, Lvi77, lbi89, Llo80, Llo94, Loc96, Body77, Mack90, Mac93, Mar14, Mar12b, Mc77, McC82, McC89, McC90, McC91, McC98b, McC04, McC13b, McC08, Mcm01, Mea71, Mea85].

Astronomy [Mer88, Mer96, Mer03, Mit73, Mit86, Moe83, Mol76, ML14, Mor01b, Mor01a, Mor08, Mul84, Nak71, Na16, Na16, Nee1, Nee71, Nic90, Nor86, Nor97, Nor06, Nor08b, Ogi11, Olo04, Orc90, Osto80, Osto92a, Pau77, Pan99a, Pan99b, PP07, Pau95, Ped79, Pin72, Pin73b, Pin72, Pin76, Pin81, Pin84, Pfa91, DpV85, Pou85, Prz79, Rag09, Ram16, Reb03, Roc08, Roc14, Rot18, Rug04, RC11, RC16, Sal87, Sal90, Sal97, Sal90, Sch81, Sch82, Sch91, Sch01, Sch02, Sch87, Sha70, Shi09, Siv77, Smi85, Smi97, Smi08, Smi09a, Smi12, Spa04, Spe13, Spe17, Sta72, Sta15, Ste01, Ste03, Ste04, Ste13, Ste16, Ste90a, Ste94, Sul99, Sul14, Sve13, Sve17c, Tay10b, Ten00, Thi88, Tih98, Too77, Too95, Tri13, Van99, Van92].
Astronomy
[VB87, Ver87, Ves98, Voe01, VG01, Voe03, War79, Was72, WW71, Wer10, Wes90, Whi70a, Wil96, Wlo04, Wil05a, Wlo15, Yan86, Yav99, dV91, vG05, vdW78, vdW80, Dic13a, Hen97, Kin73, Lin04, Maa16, Mol14a, Mun13, Oes15, Pin96, PS98, Sal94b, Ave06, SGD002, Bec15, Bok73, Gre14, LF15, Siv14, Too95,  Too95, Arm73, Arm74, Ash72, Ash00, Aub12, Ave97, Bar13b, Bat90, Ber89, Ber01, Bur80, Cok95, Dev00a, Dic97a, Doe00, Doe05, Don88b, Don02, Dra80, Eder89, Gin96b, Gin96a, Gin01a, Gin02a, Gin03b, Gin05c, Gol87b, Gra76, Har78, Heg82,  Heg82, Hir09, Hos73, Hos83a, Hos97a, Ito09, Jar00, Ken73, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kra99, Kre02, Liz17, Loo94, Loc96, Mac93, McC91, McC99, McC13b, Mer96,  Mer96, Mit86, Nee71, Nor06, Nor08b, Olo04, Orc90, Ost80, Rug04, Sal09, Sha02, Shi09, Siv89, Siv98, Smi85, Smo09, Ste05, Ste17, Ste90b, Thi88, Tho88, Tih07, Tur70a, Van98c, Van97, Voe01, Wil05a.

Astronomy/Scripture [Gin07b].
Astronom [Nor91a].
Astronomie [Hos00b].
Astronumerology [Cog08].
Astrophotographers [Bec14].

Astronomical
[Bar94, Doe90, Dup90, Eder90].
Astronomer [Kid87, Ost95, Ost96, Ost97b, Ost98, Woe97, Kri88].

Astronomical
[Bac1, Cen17, Cro15, Dev05, Eder88a, Gin83b, Kae07, Ost80, Ost01, Pde85, Rot17, WW71, Wes90, Chi16, Nat13, Hea15, Dev14a, Eis03, Kid87, SK03].

Astronomy [Gin11a].
Athenaeus [Row70].
Athens [Loc89].
Atkinson [Ano95b].
Atlante [Mos11].
Atlantique [Hos00b].
Atlas [Ash82, Dre15, Gin12a, Hos89b, KPG03, Rem08, Sch95a, War71, Gin10b, Gin12a, Kul80, War71].

Atmospheric
[Ext92, Lin07, Sch86, Sch13, dJ12].

Atomic
[Gin01d, Ste12c].
Atoms [Lay02, Gin01g].
atque [Hos14a].
Att [Sha07a].
Attack [Edd82].
Attempt [McC99].
Attempted [CB05].
Attempts [Cha72].
attributed [Sha92].
Aube [Gra07a].
Audience [Gen90a].
Audomaro [Nor86, Nor86].

Aufsatz [Siv77].
Augsburg [dC01, dC01].
August [Ano78d, Gau10, Oes10].
Augustan [dC01].
Augustus [McM01].
Aula [LN09].
Aur [Blia98a, Edm91, Blia98a].
Aureae [Kre07a].
Aurifaber [Gre10, Kre10].
Aurora [Far96, Sis85].
Aurorae [Dal80].
Ausbreitung [Wes97].
ausnehmende [Ham09].
Aussagen [Pin92].
Austin [SM04].
Australia [Ano73b, DH73].
Australian [Hea94, Hea97, Hea94].
Austrian [Gr83].
Authenticity [Bow96].
Author [McK78].
Authors [Ped15, SC88].
Autobiographie [Kre86].
Autobiographies [Cor03].
Autobiography [DeV85a, Hen13, Hir09, Phi91].
Autograph [She87].
Autographensammlung [Oes15, RR13].
Autolykos [Pin81].
Autolykos [Sta72].
Autour [Ste12b].
aux [Cap12, Eva88, Eva01, Gin07b, Hos4f, Pin80].
auxiliary [Kin73].
av [Siv10].
avant [Hos00b, Hen76].
Avebury [Fre77, TT76, TTF76].
Aveni [Ano1c, Bro90, Ald09, Ano95a, Ald09].
aventura [Gli88].
Avenue [TT76].
Avestan [Har79].
Avete [Hos14a].
Awakening [Gin75b].
Awesome [Lad10].
Azophi [Ano78d, Gau10, Oes10].

B
[Ben15, Ben15b, Hol10a, Kho80, Kho85, NRK16, Ost98, Klu87].
B. [Her71].
B.C.
[Car97, Haw74, Mol93, Ols93, Os96].
B.C.
[Cul93, Ram07, Heg82].
Bija [Pin96].
Bija-corrections [Pin96].
BA [HK82].
Baade [SK03, Fas00, Ost95, Ost97b, Ost98, SK03].
Babcock [Van14b].
Baby [Bon09a, Gin96d].
Babylon [Brin82, Eva02, Gol95, Ste99, Ste02a, Ste06a, Ste10a, Ste12a, Doe05].
Babylonia [Gin92c, Hub91].
Babylonian
Dic13b, Dij09, Dob77, Dob79, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, Dob92, Dob96, Dob99a, Dob00, Doe94, Doe00, Doe01, Doe05, Doe08, Dog87, Don71b, Don71a, Don73a, Don73b, Don82b, Don82a, Don86, Don88a, Don98, Don00, Don02, Don09, Dra80, Dra84a, Dra90, Dru84, Duk10, Duk11, Duk12, Dun92, Dun13, Duf08, Duf14, Eag08a, Eag08b, Eas89, Eas96, Eas10, Edd71a, Edd74, Edd80, Edd82, Edd86, Edm84, EE74, EE83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis88b, Eis96, Eis03, Eli08, Eng02, Eva82, Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva93a, Eva00, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva09a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Fan05, Fan09, Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fek13, Fin90, Fin99, Fin10, Fle73, For70a, For73, For81, For82].

Book

For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen87, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gen96, Gib78, Gib82, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin80b, Gin80c, Gin81a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82b, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a, Gin85c, Gin85b, Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin88c, Gin89a, Gin89b, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90e, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92b, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b, Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin00a, Gin00b, Gin00c, Gin00d, Gin00e, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin01d, Gin01e]. Book

Gin01b, Gin01a, Gin01f, Gin02a, Gin02b, Gin02c, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03e, Gin03f, Gin03g, GM03, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04c, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin10a, Gin10c, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b, Gin11c, Gin12b, Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gle08, God07, God13, Goe09, Gol37a, Gol72, Gol73b, Gol87b, Gol95, Gol100, Gol11, Gol12, Gol03b, GG14, Goo09, Gra90a, Gra14a, Gra07a, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra13a, Gra00, Gra01, Gra05c, Gre99, Gre00, Gre02, Gre04, Gre09, Gre14, Gua09, Gub88, Gur06, Hrd84, Hal88, Hal93, Hal03, Ham06, Ham09, Ham11, Han12, Han09a, Han09b, Har73, Har94, Har92, Har84, Har85, Has11, Hat83, Hat88, Hat04, Haw74]. Book

[Haz02, Hea94, Hea97, Hea99, Hea15, Heg78, Heg82, Heg85, Hei00, Hei14a, Hei09, Hei08, Hei12, Hei14b, Hen75, Hen76, Hen08, Hen09, Hen13, Hen15b, Her72, Her76, Her80, Her90, Her94, Het76a, Het78, Het94, Hev94, Hew74, Hig12b, Hig12a, Hig17, Hill77, Hill04, Hir85, Hir92, Hir09, Hiro3, Hiro10b, Hiro15, Hor74, Hor82, Hos71b, Hos72, Hos73, Hos75, Hos76a, Hos81, Hos82b, Hos83a, Hos83b, Hos84b, Hos86a, Hos88, Hos89b, Hos92a, Hos94, Hos95a, Hos95b, Hos96, Hos97a, Hos97b, Hos90a, Hos90b, Hos00b, Hos00c, Hos01a, Hos01b, Hos02a, Hos04b, Hos04c, Hos04d, Hos04f, Hos04e, Hos05a, Hos06b, Hos08b, Hos08a, Hos08c, Hos11a, Hos11b, Hos12a, Hos13, How02, How05, How08, How80, How88, Hoy84, Hub83, Hub01, Hus00a, Hug10, Hus13, Hut12, Jar00]. Book

Jar73, Jas96a, Jas96b, Jhi74, Jon91a, JT92, Jon97, Jon99, Jon10, Jor94, Kaa07, Kaa95, Kak73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Kel74, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Kes10, Kes15, Kid87, KH73, Kin79, Kin83, Kin87, Kin95a, Kle14, Kni70, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre05, Kre08, Kre13, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, KI10, Kru83, Kru97, Kru08, Kul80, Kul81, Kul75, Kul87, Kup85, Kup88, Kun90, Kun91, Kun10, Kua12, Lad10, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler11b, Ler17, Lil99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip00, Liv13, Liz17, Llo80, Llo89a, Llo90, Llo94, Llo99, Llo11, Llo15, Loc96, Loc99]. Book
[Loc00, Lov87, Lüt92, Lüt00, Mac76, Mac93, Mal05, Mal90, Mal97, Mal13, Mal15, Mar75, Mar87, Mar97, Mar99, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14, Mar12b, Max12, May11, McC82, McC83a, McC85, McC91, McC98b, McC99, McC11, McC13b, McC13c, McC08, MK78, MK77, McM01, McM03, Mea70b, Mea71, Mea81, Mea85, Mea86, Mea02, Mel89, Mer77, Mer88, Mer92, Mer96, Mer03, Mer09, Mer10, Mer11, Mes15, Miy80, Min00, Mit86, Mit13, Moe77, Moe80, Mol14b, Mol70, Mol76, Mol93, ML07, ML14, Mor97, Mor01b, Mor08, Mos07, Mos09, Mos10, Mos86, Mul82, Mul84, Mul80, Mul83, Mul81, Mül91, Nak71, Nee71, Nee74, Nee08, Neu81, Nor76, Nor78, Nor80, Nor83, Nor85, Nor86, Nor88, Nor90, Nor91a].

Book[Nor92b, Nor92a, Nor96, Nor97, Nor99, Nor00a, Nor00b, Nor02, Nor04, Nor06, Nor07, Nor08b, Nor08a, O’B88, O”D06, Oes10, Oes15, Ogi11, Olo04, Ols93, Ome79, Omo11a, Omo13, OT13, Oso15, Orc84, Orc88, Orc90, Os106, Oss12, Ost80, Ostr2a, Ostr7a, Ostr4, Ostr5b, Ostr5a, Pal12, Pal77, Pal84, Pan09a, Pan09b, Pan15, Par86, Par90, Par92, Pas03a, Pas03b, PP07, Pas14, Pau78, Pau82, Pau88, Pau95, PG79, Ped73, Peo78, Peo90, Per00, Pet80, Phi91, Pin71a, Pin73a, Pin74, Pin80, Pin81, Pin84, Pin88, Pin90, Pin92, Pou75, Pou09, dSP78, Prz79, Rad90, Rag83, Rag85, Rag01, Rag09, Ram10, Ram06, Rap11b, Rap13, Rap15a, Rap1c, Ras13, Rav72, Rav73, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92, Ree10, Ree11, Rem08, Rem11, Rem15, Ren89, Ric07].

Book[Rob86, Roc08, Rom06, Ron89, Ros79, Ros73, Ros81, Ros74b, Rot80, Rot01, Rot03, Row07, Rud92, Rug07, RC11, Rut03, Rut12, Rut13, Rya71, Rya09, Sal79, Sal97, Sal09, Sam07, San99, Sar78, SSO8, Sav12, Sav80, Sch07a, Sch15, Sch82, Sch91, Sch99, Sch05b, Sch00b, Sch03, Sch12b, Sch14a, Sch70, Sch11, Sch07b, Sel14, Ser88, Sev00, Sha07a, Sha78, Sha82, Sha85, Sha89, Sha99a, Sha08, Sha71b, Sha02, Sha14, Sha87b, Sha96, Sha70, Sha07c, Sha87c, She79b, She86, She87, Shi09, Shi11, Shi82, Sid10, Sia85, Sia87, Siv77, Siv89, Siv98, Siv05, Siv10, Sni81, Smi85, Smi89, Smi92, Smi93, Smi94a, Smi94b, Smi94c, Smi98, Smi02, Smi09, Smi0b, Smi09b, Smi12, Smo09, Sol09, Sta72, Sta95, Sta07, Sta13, Sta99, Sta00a, Sta10, Ste99, Ste05].

Book[Ste06a, Ste12a, Ste13, Ste17, Ste77, Ste90b, Ste98b, Ste00a, Ste02b, Ste06b, Ste12b, Ste12c, Ste88, Ste96, Sti07, Str10, Str99, Str81, Sul77, Sul99, Sul02, Sul12, Sul14, Sus72, Swc73, Swc90, Sly07, Tat99, Tat09, Tau94, Tau96, Tau09, Tau11, Tau13, Tay10b, Ten00, Tes10, Thi88, Tho71b, Tho71c, Tho84, Tho86, Tho87, Tho90a, Tho90b, Thi07, Thi17, Tip88a, Too96, Tri97, Tri03, Tri13, Tri10, Tuc00, Tur70b, Tur70a, Tur71b, Tur71a, Tur72, Tur79a, Tur84, Tur90a, Tur90b, Tur96, Tur03, Tur07, UL95, Vai12, Van95a, Van95b, Van99, Van02a, Van85, Van89, Van90, Van92, Van96, Van98b, Van98c, Ver13, Ver87, Ver09, Ver12, Ver17, Vet12, Vie85, Vil90, Voe94, Voe01, Voe02, Voe03, Voe07, Waf86a, Waf91, Waf02].

Book[War04, Wag88, Wal77, Wal99, Wal13, War71, War79, War80, War93, War98, War08, War13, Was77, Wao96, Wao90, WW74, WW82, Wsl4, Wsl94, Wsl05, Wsn99, Wen10, Wen13, Wes77a, Wes84, Wes90, Wes96, Wes77b, Whi3a, Whi76a, Whio2, Whi72, Whi73b, Whi92, Whio0, Whio1, Wil15, Wil86a, Wil97, Wil02, Wil07, Wil87a, Wil14b, Wil86b, Wil87b, Wil95, Wil00, Wil01, Wil03, Wil04, Wil05b, Wil05a, Wsn06, Wlo10, Wlo15, Woll88, Wll87, Wll99, Wll99, Ye088, Ye099, Ye000, Ye017, Ye007, Zbi97, Zbi11, dC01, dV91, vB10, vG05, vH86, vH87, vB17, vdW78, vdW90, SL13, Omo11a, Pin74].
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[Ano70e, Ano70f, Ano71i, Ano71j, Ano72f, Ano72g, Ano73j, Ano73k, Ano74h, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano76h, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano79h,
[Lau14]. Christ [Gin01c, Sha11, Nor08a].
Collide [Ave95]. Collimitius [Sha99a]. Collinder [Ano76j]. Colloquia [Jar73, Nec74]. Colloquio [Rug95]. Colloquium [Llo80, Siv89]. Colluding [Top03]. Colonial [Hea99, dA17]. Columbian [Car76, Ano73a, Hiv81, Spr92]. Colour [Gin10b, Hoc92]. Columbian [Car76, Ano73a, Hiv81, Spr92]. Comet [Bro85, Car17b, Cer97, Don73a, Fle92, Gin86a, HW81, Kok81, Mar87, OP89, POH96, Sei17, Wa86a, NKM+16, HD84, OP92, Wa86b, Wil93, Yaz14]. Cometa [Gin82c]. Cometary [Hen09, Ost92a, vH87]. Cometas [Hei14a, Omo13, Gra12a]. Comete [Str10]. Cometography [Gre02, Gre04, Gre02, Gre04]. Comets [Bos09, Bur10, Chi15, Coo99, Dal80, Gin86a, Gel92b, Gin86a, Gre99, Gre99, Gre99, Hei14a, Hug10, Mar75, Omo13, Ram07, Sch03, Shi11, Str10, Wil80b, Yeo99, Zso10, vH87, Gen92b, Gre99, Gre94, Osm92a]. Coming [CT12, McM89, Nor08a]. Coming-to-Be [CT12]. Commemorate [Ash86]. Commemorated [Cha89, Dic95, Gin03f, Sha08, Woo87]. Commemorating [Sha89]. Commemorative [Rag83]. Commensuration [Hen15a]. Comment [Duk05]. Commentaire [Eva88, Eva01, Pin80]. Commentaria [Don00]. Commentaries [Byr11, Gin96c]. commentario [Omo11a]. Commentarius [Gra80, Dob73, DS89]. Commentary [Bar13a, Duk11, Eva88, Hos97b, Lat00, Lin07, Pin71a, Pin71, Pin80, RA18, Sal79, Don93, Knu14, Swe86a, Sve17c, Gan15, Bel09b, dSP78]. Commentators [Lat00]. Commented [OT13]. Comment [Lat00]. Comments [Atk75, Tur77, TH79]. Commercial [Sim09]. Commission [Ano70b, Ano95g, Gin82d, SGDO02, Ano71e, Ano76d, Ano79b, Ano89a, Dc95, Dc97b, Dc00c, Nor91b]. Committee [Ano95g]. Common [BS92, Hen15a, Smi96]. Commonly [Kun86b]. Communities [Bru96]. Community [DeV98, Pan81, Peo08, Smi18, Sul14, Mun13]. Companion [Gin00e, HW07, WR08]. Company [Sch12a]. Comparative [GZB14]. Comparison [Hei12]. Compass [Gin03c]. Comparatures [Ols93]. Compendium [Jen91a]. Compilation [Wko90]. Complete [Cu02, Hos13, Kno90a, Kri93, Pot96, Smi09b, Low09]. Completed [Fei03, Gin90]. Compl`etes [Wil03, Pot96]. Complex [Spr93b, Spr93c, Swe17c]. Composing [Ste02b]. Composita [Dav09]. Composition [Siv05, Ste02b, Swe74b, Whi78]. Compound [Van77]. Compromises [Mac90]. Computation [Kre12, Nee71, Whi75]. Computational [CG97, GC08]. Computations [Co02a, Duk04, Eva09b, Fat98, Muc75, Ols93, Van98a, Gin91b]. Computerized [Ano74a]. Computing [CG13, Kre11, Ols93, Siv10, Ano13a]. Computistical [Mc03]. Computistics [Not14b, Pau12]. Computus [Gra05a, Loh13, Mcc11, Pal12, Wal13, Ure13, Wal13]. Commune [Bel11]. Con [Swe92b, Omo11a]. Concentric [Ost86]. Concentric-Sphere [Swe99b]. Concept [Cle71, Jhi74, Knu97, Smi92]. Conceptions [Hos04f, Spe13, Ell08]. Conceptual [McC91, Wil88]. Concerning [Tur15, Cer95, Gin85g, Gin97c, Moo94, Rus92]. Concise [Ano75c, DeV00a, DeV05, Bec15, Hos82b]. Conclusions [Hos08h]. Concordance [Gin00b]. Condamnation [Fel02]. condensation [TH79]. Conducting [Dan04b]. Conference [Ano94a, Ano96a, Ash86, Car00, Jast96b, Kre01, Liv13, Mel89, Mit73, Tho90b, Wal13, Wil87a, Tri10]. Conferences [Sal97, Whi76b]. Configuration [Dek08a]. Confirmation [Gin81c]. Conflict [Eis88b, Jar90, Lon06]. Conflit [Gin07b]. Congregation [Fel02].
Conjunctions [Yor01]. Connection [Jar90].
conoscere [Ano06a]. Conquest [Hos02a].
Consensus [Ben92]. conséquences [Hen76].
Consideration [PC89]. Considerations [Don79].
Considered [Blu00, Rap11b].
Constantinople [Has11]. Constellation [Ave09, Loc90].
Constellations [Dav85, Dob00, Gin72, Kun87, Loc85, LB06, Mal90, Obr14, Pal77, Sch02, Sch05a, Sol09, Dob00].
Construction [ASCE14, Ben13, Gin01a, Kra99, Kun88, RA18, Tur70b, Hen97]. Contacts [Gin03a].
Contained [Con70]. Contemplation [Cap12].
contemporaine [Har85]. Contemporaries [Ben87b, Mil04].
Contemporary [Bar05, Jon76, Lat12, UCI16]. Context [Ash86, CM10, Dob96, Eis03, Gin89c, Hal93, Hay81, Hos03c, Hos04b, Hos08b, How02, JLGL14, Kra07b, Llo94, Loc00, Mer10, Mol93, Nee08, Ree11, Row07, RC11, Sha07a, Tho86, Wal13, Mit13, MCM03]. Contexts [Gre09, How02, McC03]. Conti [Tuc00].
Continue [Car17b]. Continuity [CM17, Gin96d, Mar12a]. Contra [Jar06].
Contrasts [Tur07]. Contribution [Bar88, CS02b, Hoy82, Kri88, Nau01].
Contributions [For70c, For80a, TG87]. Contributor [Ano08a]. Contributors [Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano71f, Ano71g, Ano71h, Ano72c, Ano72d, Ano73g, Ano73h, Ano73i, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano74h, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano80c, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84c, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano95e, Ano96c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b].
Contributors [Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano05b, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11e, Ano11d, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14c, Ano14d]. Controversia [Nor92b]. Controversial [CMO11]. Controversies [Mar89]. Controversy [Bak15, Bau87, Big10, Bon12, Din73, GMML14, Gin03h, Gin11c, She99, Smi98, Bak15, Gol87a, Voe94]. Conversations [Liv16, McC07]. Conversion [Fat98, Fat00, Mer98b]. Convinced [Car17b]. Coon [Mar89]. Copán [Ald02].
Copernic [Gra80, Hen76, Pou96]. Copernican [Bar05, Hal88, Har75, Kra07a, Mar03, Par92, Ped73, Voe94, Wal77, Ano83b, Ball85, GV98a, GV98b, Gin06e, Gra12d, Gra13b, Gre10, Hal88, Har75, Het76a, Jar82, Kra07a, Kre10, LG12, OT13, Rag05, Wes09b, Wes18]. Copernicana [Alt82, Jar73, Nec74, Swe98, Ano74b, Nec74]. Copernicanesismo [Fin99]. copernicanischen [Wes97]. Copernicanism [Bro96, Fei86, Hos04c, McM89, Bau86, Dan04a, Fin99, Kus10, Rap15b, Rav72, Rot09, da17, Van89]. copernicanos [da17]. Copernicans [Hal03]. Copernicienne [Kus10]. Coperniciens [Fel02]. Copernico [Omo11a]. Copernicu [Mos03, Pou96].
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Cosmographics [Ben14b, Rem15].

Cosmique [Gra07a].

Cosmo [Omo11a].

Cosmogony [Bru78b, Bru78c, Jon71, Llo09, Gra73, Hos72, Llo09].

Cosmographia [dA74].

Cosmograpical [Hor82].

Cosmographicum [Ait86, Wi82].

Cosmography [Apt89, Bec10, Ben81a, Ben13, Ber97a, Car08, Cau80, CB05, Don09, Eis96, Eis01, Ell08, Fek13, God06, Gra14a, Had84, Har92, Har84, Har85, Hay81, Hen08, Hol03, Hoo87, Hos70, Hos78a, Hos85c, Hos87, Hos97b, Ken94, Kra95, Kra10, Mar03, McM05, O’S88, Pal84, Rag85, Rya09, Sal94a, Sch78, SIN85, Sha94a, Sha99b, Ste88, SK97, Tri97, vdW90, Far05, Jar90, Apt89, Ben13, Bla97, Eis96, Ell08, Gre09, Gre09, Har92, Hay81, Hos95b, Kai07, Kra70b, Mar12a, McC83a, McM05, Smi98].
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Cost [Rot17, Har13].
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Country
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History [And90, Ano70b, Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71d, Ano71k, Ano72h, Ano72i, Ano75a, Ano75c, Ano77k, Ano80a, Ano80e, Ano82l, Ano809, App02, Arm73, Arm74, Bat90, Ben91b, Ben99, BS73, Ber89, Ber97b, Bok73, Bon11, Bro10, Bru09, Bur10, Cer97, Cha85, Cog08, Co09, De00a, De05, Dev14a, Dev79, Dic90, Dic95, Dic06, Dob83a, Dob99a, Doe94, Doe00, Doe05, Duk10, Duk12, Dup08, Edd80, Edm84, Eis06, Ell90, Ell08, Eva92, For82, For83, Gin77d, Gin83b, Gin86a, Gin87c, Gin96d, Gin01d, Gin01e, Gin02a, Gin12c, Gle04, Gle07, Gol73a, Gol87a, Gol72, GB86, Gub88, Han09a, Har92, Har72, Har78, Hay81, Hea97, Hei00, Her90, Hew74, Hir92, Hir09, Hol03, Hol10b, Hos76a, HG80, Hos83a, Hos95b, Hos00c, Hos04e, How80, Hug10, Jar14, Kai07].

History [Ken85, KH73, Kul81, Kun88, Lan88, Ma05, Max12, McC13b, Mea85, Mer09, ML07, Mor01a, Mos03, Mul84, Mul80, Nor88, Nor07, Orc90, Ost92a, Pas14, Pin90, PdV85, Prz79, Ram10, Rie13, Ron89, Rot80, Rug04, Sam98, Sch82, Sch70, Sis87, Siv89, Smi81, Smi89, Smi92, Smi97, Smi99b, Smi12, Ste98a, SF93, SGDO02, SG09, Su99, Tau09, Ten00, Tur71b, Tur75, Tur79a, Tur84, UL95, Van92, Van98c, Van02b, Ver13, Voe01, Voe03, WW71, Wel84, Wes90, Whi92, Wil97, Wil88, Wil04, Wil05a, Yeo88, vdW17, Lin04, Oos15, Car86, Ber94, Coo00, Dra90, For70a, Gin90a, Gin01d, Gla12c, Gub88, Han09b, Kaz73, Kel99, Lov87, Mal97, Mar87, Max12, Nor97, Par90, Ron89, Rot03, Rut03, Smi09b, Sta10, Ste05, Way96, Woo88].

Hitherto [Don73c].

Hittite [GB11].

Hoax [Hir09].

Hochschulschriften [Her76].

Hodierna [Cov15, Jon86, SIN85, Ser88, Ser88].

Hof [Sha99a].

Holbein [Cam02].

Holden [Ost84b, Ost84c].

Hole [Mon82, Sch11, Mel09].

Holes [Kre01, Ano01a].
Holland [Sch79, Sch11, Sch07b]. Hollow [Hut12, Hal03]. Hollow [Kol92]. Holy [Lau14]. Holograph [Swe74b]. Holy [Mul82, Swe86a, Hoo84, How04]. Homer [Pow88, Gen92a]. hommes [dV91]. Homocentric [Sha98, Swe72, Swe92b, Swe17c]. Hong [Cul01]. Hope [Eva86, Hea99, Rot80, War78]. Hopewellian [HH84]. Hopi [McC77, McC90]. Hopkins [Gan12]. Horace [Van14b]. Horizon [Extr92, Mor97]. Horizons [Hos71b, Rec11]. Horloge [Pou83]. Horlogerie [Nor82]. Horns [Bee70]. Horology [Ben99]. Horoscopes [Ano04a, Gin90a, Jon97, Swe04c, Gin90a, Nor07]. Horoscope [Jon06b]. Horrocks [Gin05b, Wil87c, AH83, Gin05c, Gin05e, Gra13a, Sta11, Wil87d, Gra13a]. Horsky [Gin88f]. Horst [Huts72, MC90]. Hove [Cul04]. Hovex [Swe72]. Hoven [Wil00]. Hvezdarstvi [Gin88a]. Hypatia [Too96, Too96]. Hypotheses [Whi72]. Hypothesis [Bru78a, CO13, Gra12d, GB86, Num72, SC88, Wal07, Whi71]. I. [Bee06, Smi04, Ano06a]. IAU [Ano95g, Way96, Ano71e, Ano89a, De95, Dic97b, Gin92a, Nor91b, Way96]. Iberia [HMA+98]. Iberian [Kre02, BG12, GB10, GC06, HAG94b, HAG95b, HAG95c, HP98, HMA+98, HS99, HVT+01, Hos02d, RH00]. Ibérica [Iwa96]. IBM [Ols93]. IBM-PC [Ols93]. Ibn [GC06, Gol11, Gol12, Rag92, Swe17c, Kin88, Rag16b, SM94, Sal87, Gol73b, Kin95a]. Ice [Gin87a]. Ich [Kre86]. Iconoclast [Mos86]. Iconography [Kno03]. Idea [BG12, Edm91, Fei90]. Ideal [Hos76a, Gin03a, Hos76a]. Idee [Dru84]. Identical [Rod73]. Identification [Loc85, Wag88, PM89]. Identifying [Dav85]. Identity [Gau87]. Idol [Rap15a, Wil14a]. Idyll [JLGL14, LGJLF14]. if [Cov17]. Ihre [Pin92, Ano06a, Gre00, Kin83, Ste12a]. ihren [Gin80b]. ihrer [Ham09]. II [Ack10, Ano06a, Ans05, Coh99, Dog87, Don00, Eva92, Eva01, Gol11, Loc96, Mar12b, Nor86, Pou96, Sal86, Swe88, Tuc00, Voe03, Wes90, Ano76c, AMP96, DK83b, ESBC97, For71b, HRVM13, Hen99b, Rus74b, SS97a, SBF07a, Spr93c, TT76, Zei86, Gin85d, Van95b]. III [Ano06a, Eva01, Fei03, Gin09b, Gin08, Kno90a, Oos15, And17, For71c, Hos08e, KD90, Gin87c]. ilal [Kin87]. Ilario [Lat12]. Ileana [Cen14, Cen17]. Ilkhani [Moz16]. Illuminated [Gra90b]. Illuminating [Gin00d]. Illusion [SD03]. Illustrated [Ack05, Dar91, Eng02, For82, Gen87, Her80, Kin78, Mul81, Smi90b, Van98c, Arm74]. Illustrating [Gin01d, Lan87]. Illustrations [Lip15]. Illustriert [Hor74]. Illyrian [FJ11].
[Fei13, Har94, Hen09, Kle14, Kre99, Mal90, Ost05b, Sha99a, Siv77, Spr92, Ste96, Too77]. Image [JLGL14, LGJLF14, Rap11a]. Imagery [Gen92a, JR10]. Images [Ano06a, Eas00, Ger17, Gin01d, Gin05a, Gin10c, Lew07, McC13c, Müi10, Pan12, Sha07c, Neu13]. Imagination [Bon16b, Dan17, Hos00c, Hos04b, Dic00a, Jar09a, Whi02]. Imagined [Liv16]. Imagineering [Ano06a]. Imaging [Huf06a, Lad10, Yeo99]. Imagining [Par92]. imago [Hei14b]. Immagini [Ano06a]. Immanuel [De 13, Sha14]. Immateriata [Rab05]. Immobility [Fei86]. Immortal [Chr98]. Impact [Hos10a, Mar89, Har72, Yeo02]. Imperial [Don88a, Sch05b]. Impey [Lau14]. Implications [ASS13, DK96, Ext92, Gau14, Gin06b, Kno03, UCI16, VG01]. Importance [Van76]. Imposed [HB92]. Imprimeurs [Gin88b]. Improbable [Gin11c]. Improving [She79a]. Inadvertent [Cle71]. Inaugural [Rug00]. Incas [Ald97, Ave97]. Inception [Cui93]. inch [Ost07]. including [Gin95]. Incorporated [Bra15, Mia12]. Incorporation [Gra13b]. Increased [Dav12]. Independent [Dew00]. Index [Ano78c, Ano79d, Ano89d, Ano14b, Ano15c, Ano16a, Ano17b, Fel02, For70b, For71b, For71c]. India [Sch12a, Sha87b, Ano75c, Cha75, Pin76, Plb00, Sha87b, Ano75c, Bha79, Jon10]. Indian [Ram10, Gin05b, Jon10, Kap95, Mer88, Mer03, Pin70, Pin71b, Pin72, Pin73b, PM89, Pin96, Ram10, vdW80, Kap95, Mer88]. indianscher [Spr92]. Indians [Had84, McC77]. Indicated [CFMR77]. Indications [Pow95]. Indicator [EM08]. Indicators [Rug82]. Indices [Ano79c, Ano89b]. Indicted [Eva93b]. Indienne [Cha75]. Indigenous [Hos06a]. Industry [Hat04]. Inédits [Fel02]. Inequality [Swe17a]. Infancy [McC13b]. Inferior [Swe89, Swe17a]. Infinie [Gra07a]. Infinite [Don71a, Gra07a]. Infinity [Gra08b, O’B88]. Influence [Azz06, BH73a, BH73b, Ber92, Blä14, SS08, SK03, Zhi97]. Influences [Bur80, Dup14]. Infra [Edd72]. Infra-Red [Edd72]. Infrared [Lon15]. Ingolstadt [Kre99, Mal90, Kre99]. Inhabitants [Mul80]. Initial [Edm11]. Innovation [Rag01]. Innovations [Cui02]. Innovator [dB70, Bro96]. Inquisition [Fan09, Fel02, Wes96]. instr [Gau17]. Inscriptions [AH94, Gra90a, Ler06]. Insights [Ste12b, Tau11]. Instaurata [vN12]. Institut [Ano15f]. Institute [Ave95]. Institution [Ash72, Cha90, Dic06, Ger17, Gin87c, Nee91, Pau95, Ash72, Bla98b]. Institutional [Mol93, Hen92]. institutionellen [Hen92]. Instructions [Ano77c, Ano80c, Ano89e, Ano91c, Ano02a]. Instrument [Ben09, Döb96, Gin91c, Gin02b, Gin04a, Kin79, McK78, Rad92, Sch12a, Sta00b, Tur70a, TA02, WW74, WW82, Zui11, dC01, Wei82a, Gin11a]. Instrument-Maker [McK78]. Instrument-Makers [WW74]. Instrumental [GoI77, SSB4]. Instrumentation [Ack05, McC99, Sal06]. Instrumenten [Gin80b]. Instrumentmaker [Van98b]. Instruments [Ack05, Ack10, And90, Ano76c, Ano77]. Ano771, Ano06a, Bar94, Bed80, BHS1, Ben91b, Ben92, Bon76, Cap12, Cha83, Dal01, Dew00, Gen96, Gin86b, Gin90b, Gin99a, Gin01d, Gin04a, Gin05b, Gin11a, Gub88, Hil77, How86, How94, Kre11, Liit00, Min00, Nor82, dPS82, Ram10, Rap11b, Rya71, Sal06, Sch14a, Sha07c, Smi97, Tau94, Tho73, Tur70a, Tur72, Tur79a, Van99, War08, WW74, WW84, Chet2, Bed80, Ben91b, Bon76, Dob83b, Gen87, Gin96b, Llo90, Ram10, WW82]. instrumenty
Siv10, Swe86a, Too84, TH79]. J. [Dew87, Jar99, Moo94, Pan86, Pow88, Rus02, TH79, WDR11]. J.-C [Hos00b, Siv10]. J.-C. [Dew87]. Jaan [Hos95a, LH03, RA18].

Jagellonica [Gin87c]. Jahre [Gin80b, Gre00, Kr88a, dC01]. Jahres [Ham06]. Jahrhundert [Ano06a, Jor94, Kre99, Ma90].

Jahrhunderts [Gin05a, Kle14, Voe02, Sha85, Sha94a, Sha99a, Whi72]. Jai [Gin96b, Bla79]. Jail [Bow10].

Jahre [Gin80a, Hos84b, Tér90b, Wil05b, Ano74d, Gin80a, Hos84b, Kid87, Sim92, Wil05b, Kid87, Pau88, Tér90b]. Jan [Gin99c, Mon94]. Janaab [Cog08].

Jahres [Ham06]. Jahrhundert [Ano92h, Ano93i, Ano94h, Ano95i, Ano96e, Ano97i, Ano98h]. J˜nanarajya [Gan15, Knu14].

Jaman [Gin78b]. Joaquin [vH86].

Jahres [Gin89a]. Johannes [Ano12a, Ano15f, Gin99c, Gin04c, Gin13b, Gin15, Ble04, Hor74, Mil04, Sha89, Sha08, Ste98b, Swe76, Too95, Whi76b, DK96, Eas01, Gin14, It09, Swe86b, CM10, CJ05, Dij09, Don92, Don00, Gin75a, Gin84a, Hol77, Jar00, Tho71c, Voe97, Voe07, Wil14b, Wil86b, Wil95].

Johannis [Gin89a]. John [Atw79, Coh79, Coh97, Coh99, Dev14b, Don71b, Fei03, Gin15, Gin99d, Gin01b, Gin04c, Hen15b, Hos00c, Hos08c, Roc17, Tho84, Wil15, Ben93b, CG03, CG09, CG12, Che72, Che73, Coh79, Die91a, Don71b, For76, Gin99d, Gin09, Hos87, Hos04b, Hos08c, Hol12b, Hos15b, KPG03, Kru86a, Not14a, OP92, Orc88, PC01, Sch79, Tay10a, Tur71a, Bur80, Hos04b, Per00, Sha08, Tur71a].

Joined [How88, Ost04]. Joint [Ano09a].

Jones [Roc17, Duk05, Duk11]. Jordan [Bel97]. Jordanus [Pou79, Pou79]. Joseph [TH79, Wis06, Ano80d, Swe17c, Tay10b, Wis06, Tay10b]. Jost [Gin80b].

Journals [Ano09a, For73, Wel05]. Journey [Gin97a]. Judgement [HS81].

Judgment [Hut12, Her71, War93]. Journalism [Gin17].

Journals [Ano09a, For73, Wel05]. Journey [Gin97a]. Judgement [HS81].

Judgment [Hut12, Her71, War93]. Journalism [Gin17].

Journals [Ano09a, For73, Wel05]. Journey [Gin97a]. Judgement [HS81].

Judgment [Hut12, Her71, War93]. Journalism [Gin17].

Jupiter [Cro00, Cro00, GvH11, Hoc92, Ste06a, Van90, Wil95].

Jura [PP82]. Jurgen [Ano15f, DF14, Hei14b].

Jury [Sta07, Cre06]. Justification [McC03].

Juvenilia [Wes84]. Jyesthadeva [Kel10].


Kalendarium [CG12, Gin01b, Nor83, DL15]. Kalenderes
M [Gin03f, Mer06, Roc17, Wes97]. M.
[Kri88]. Miná [Loc95]. MA [Dev14b].
maître [Moi76]. Maanen [Het74, Het76b, BH73a, BH73b, Gin92a, HB92]. Mabel
[SM04]. Machian [Eva93a]. Machine
[Yav99]. Machines [Cap12]. Machu
[DW83]. Mackenzie [Ano74d]. Maclear
[Eva86, Eva86]. Macmillan [Ano15f, Kra95].
Macro [Dé96]. Macrocospima
[Rem08, Hos89b]. Macshar [NKM
+16]. Madau [PRA87]. Made [Dav17, Dra80, FS96, Shi00, Smi94b, SS98b, SF95, Ye02].
Mädler [Tip88b]. Madrid [BBW97].
Maestlin
[Gi03f, Gra07b, Gra14b, Gra12e, Tre90].
Maestlinus [Gin03f]. Maghrib
[Sal09]. Maghrib¯ı [Sam98]. Magi
[Oes15, RR13, Wlo15]. Magician [Bae93].
Majanos [BAE93]. Major
[Ost84a, Nee08]. Many
[Pan90a, Sch00, Sch12b]. Map
[Pun11, Ver13]. Mapping
[Pan90a, Sch00, Sch12b]. Maps
[Blo78, Ste14, Sto94]. Marcia
[McK78, McK87, Rot17]. Marius
[Pas15]. Marker
[BAE93, EBA94, Ben90]. Markree
[MLH84]. Markree
[Ost84a, Nee08]. Markers
[ESBG96, ESBG97]. Marking
[SS90]. Markree [Hos82a, MLH84]. Mars
[Dic95, Ost89, Wil97]. Martis
[Don00]. Martin
[McK78, McK87].Martianus
[Ano08]. Mary
[Eis85, Eis03, Ost84a, Nee08]. Maryland
[Had84, Bro88b]. Ma’sar [Sal95].
Masha’allah [Gol72]. Mashups [Gos16].
Maskelyne [Gen90b, For74b, Gen90b].
Masks [Lad10]. Mass [Nau98, Sal06].
Massimi [Gin02c]. master [GD93].
Material
[Ano71d, Coo99, Eva99, Het76b, Sch01c].
Materials [Dob83b, Gin06d, Sha96, UL95, WW71, Win06].
Mathematica [Jon99, Too77, Whi70b].
Mathematical
[Ack05, Bel14a, Ben75, Dal01, Don71b, Fei84, Gin03a, Grö83, Har78, Kel10, Nau98, Nec71, Nor06, Pin73b, Rem11, Sal79, Sta72, Ste03, Ste13, Swe01, Tay10a, War08, Whi70b, Wil05a, Lin04, Gin91b, Tay10a, Ack05, Gin89c, McCS2]. Mathematician
[Jon15, Omo17, Rem11, Roc17, Vic85].
Mathematicians
[Don88a].
Mathematics
[Bur82, Duk10, Duk12, Gin06b, Har94, Jon10, Kak95, Kin78, Kre99, Nor96, Plo16a, Pon79, Rap11b, Rap15b, Ric07, Siv98, Jon10, Mar99]. Mathematicus
[Gin03f].
Mathematik
[Har94, Kre99].
Mathematiker
[Kin83, Sha08].
math´ematiques
[Wil03].
mathematische
[vG05]. Mathematische
[Wil01, Sha85]. Matter
[Sch80, Van14b, Fre14, Mes15, McM05].
Matters
[Bra90, Bro96, Nor92a, Don15].
Maturing
[Whi70a].
Mauri
[Don79].
Maverick
[Pet04].
Max
[Naz16].
Maximilian
[Rut16]. Maximum
[Nau08, GC01].
Maxwell
[Wil05b, Wil05b].
May
[Ave95, Das15, Me89, Swe93].
Maya
[Ald11, AB14, Cog08, Kel78, Pin74, Ald03, Ave94, AH94, AMP95, AMP96, ABB03, ASS13, Kno03, McC83b, MS85, Sch84a, Sch84b, Kru17, Har73, vG05].
Mayan
[Ard95, Ald11, Bel16b, Har73, Thu94, vG05, Pin74].
Mayans
[Ave94, Hos94]. Mayapán
[Ald03].
Mayer
[Fle73, Gin82b, Her72, Wil11, For70c, For80a, Gin82b, Kle14, Wil11].
Mayers
[Kle14].
Mayor
[Spr00].
Mayr
[Van90].
Mazela
[SK08].
McConnell
[Bak15].
McDonald
[Lan88, Lan88].
MD
[Gan15].
Meadows
[Big10].
Mean
[Byr11, Duk09, Go03a].
Meaning
[Coh91, Ler05, Whi00]. Means
[Tur70b].
Measure
[Dav15, Dun13, Gin03g, Wil07]. Measured
[Moz13b, Moz13c, SS97]. Measurement
[Ard90, Ben91a, Ben99, Bro88a, Hol10a, Lil99, Sha75, Ste12c, Tum74, Wil88, Wil79].
Measurements
[MG83, SS95, SS91b, Wüm99, SS96, SS97a].
Measuring
[Ben91a, Cha83, Déb91, Gin86b, Gin93g, Lil99, Tur72, Vet12, Tho87].
mécanique
[Wil03, Wil87b].
Mecca
[Rag01, Hos10b].
Mechanic
[Bo05].
Mechanical
[War08]. Mechanic
[Rud92].
Mechanics
[Cro07, Don09, Gin88a, Llo15, De 14, Don09, Kre08].
Mechanism
[ASE+13, ASCE14, CTE12, Car17a, Edm11, Eva09b, ECT10, Gin14, Mer77].
Mechanisms
[Gin90f].
Mecklenburg
[Eag08a, Eog08b].
Medal
[Ano17c].
Media
[Kre13].
Mediaeval
[Gen06b, Hos06b, Sro09, Tum74].
Medical
[Gen87, Gol12].
Medicine
[Ano09a].
Medieval
[Gen78b, Arn11, Bar13b, Ber92, Ber12, CK07, Cha12, Dal78, Dal01, Dav17, Dek12, Dob83b, Don90, Eas96, Eas10, Gin06b, Go08, Go03a, Gra97, Gra00, Gra05c, Har77, Ken87, Kin95b, Lan89, LD12, Mar14, Mar12b, McC91, MCO04, Mer86, Mol93, Mor08, Moz16, Nor86, Nor88, Nor06, Plo00, Pon75, Pou84, dPS2, Ras13, Rut13, SS91a, Sro05, Sal90, Sal06, Sav12, SS91b, Ste10b, Ste88, Swe73, Tur03, TA02, UC17, Ves98, Wai99, SS96, SS97a, Cam11, War15, Gol11, Gol11, Gol12, O’B88].
Medii
[Gin87c].
Mediterranean
[Bel01a, Bre11, Bel97, BCG08, Bre11, DLL+00, Hos00a].
medizinischen
[Wes97].
Medusa
[Mor01b]. Meeting
[Ave95].
Meetings
[Ano71c, Ano71e].
Megalithic
[Atk75, BGP13, Bur82, CFMR77, EB04, Ell85, Far93, GB10, GGCF06, Heg78, Hos92b, HAG94b, HP98, HMA+98, HP99, HS99, HVT+01, Le 08, Le 09, Lil89, For73, PRA87, Ros84, Rug82, Rug83, RH00, SK08, TT73b,
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mineurs [Pou96]. Miniature [EM08].
Minime [Pal08]. Minoan [PHP92, PH96].
Minor [Gin08, Kno90a, Pou96, Wil02].
Minora [Voe97]. mir [Kre86]. Mirror
[Cha72, Rom06, Tat09, Hei08]. Mirrors
[Hys96]. Misc [Azz11]. Miscellanea
[Mos07]. Miscellany [Ber94, Voe97, Voe07].
Misconception [BS92]. Mise [Not14a].
Misri [Ack05]. Miss [Wil07]. Missed
[Bou12]. Missing [Gin04c, Wag87]. Mission
[Dea94, Doe90]. Missions [Tat99]. Missouri
[Pet04]. Mitchell [Wei05, Wei05]. Mithraic
[vdW90]. Mithras [vdW90]. Mithridates
[GC06]. Mittelalter [Ste96, Voe02].
Mittellalterliche [Eva92, Gin00b].
Mittelalters [Eas10]. MLC [Kol01a].
Mnajdra [VSH93]. MOAI [Li89]. Model
[And17, CG03, Cha02, Hen75, Moz14, Nev96,
Nor08b, Pin71b, Sal89, Whi75, dB95].
Modèles [Hos04f]. Models [Duk04, Mor16,
Mur98, Swe75, Swe99b, Swe17a, Van98a].
Modena [Pap91]. Modern
[Ano06a, Axw17, Ber01, Bok73, Bon16b,
Coo97, Dar91, Don98, Don09, Dra80, Eis96,
GHS08, Gin83b, Gin96d, Gin98, Gin11c,
Gin13b, Goe09, Gre99, Har85, Hir09, Hoc92,
HGS0, Hos05a, Jar98, JJ10, JR10, Jar99,
Jon15, Kra07b, Kre81b, Lei17, Mar93,
Mar12a, Mar14, McM05, Mer09, Nor08b,
Par9, PP07, Pin88, Rem11, Roc17, Sal97,
Sha14, Sha87b, Smi15, Str81, Tho90a, Far05,
Oos15, Tri97]. moderna [Mal10, Ano15f].
modernos [dA17]. Modified [McC98a].
Moesgaard [New77]. MOAT [Bla01].
Mollan [Cha15b]. Monacelli [Mal15].
Mond [Fei13, Hei14b, Hub83]. Monde
[Ait86, Mol70]. Mondo [Gin02c].
Mondphasen [Swe99a]. Mondtheorie
[Swe99a]. Monks [Sav12]. Montagne
[CL05]. Month
[Bow06, Gol03a, GC13, Sch92, Ste08b].
Months [Mea70b]. Montreal [Ano79b].
Monument [Pau88]. Monumental [AH94].
Monuments
[BEC+99b, BGP13, GZB14, GGCF06, HN91,
Ho03c, Ho07b, Ho07c, Iwa03]. Moon
[CT12, Doe94, Dog87, Edd82, Fle73, Gin91b,
Kre93, Mor07, Rus02, Swe13, Van02b,
Wes77a, Whi76a, Wli02, Wli01, Bli78,
Bon16b, CG16, Cul02, Da 04, Doe94, Dog87,
God13, Kra09, MS85, Mon94, Pum11, RP87,
Rug99, Sch84a, Sch84b, SP12, SB12, Ste08b,
Swe99b, TT83, Van98a, Van02b, Whi02,
Wli01, Wli11, Zei86, Ste77]. Moondials
[Llo89b]. Moone [Gin97c]. Moons
[Coh86a, GvH11]. Moor [Cro15]. Moreau
[Hoy84]. Morley [Gol73a, Swe70, Gol73a].
Morley-Millar [Gol73a]. Morocco
[BEC+99b]. Morrison [Bak15, Swe17c].
Morrison-Low [Bak15]. Morse [Str93].
Mortifications [Hos14b]. Moscow
[Ano15f]. Moses [She15]. Most
[Swe17c, Woo87]. Mother [Hov05]. Motion
[CT12, CS02b, Ev93a, Gin87b, Gol02b,
Hoo84, Jon04, Kre08, Lan84, Llo15, Mac98,
Mur95, Nau01, Rap11a, Sal94a, Ser90,
Swe86a, TQ17, Ver06, Wes77a, Wil11,
Wes77a]. Motions [DE00, Duk02, Duk09,
Het74, Het75, Kno90b, Van98a, Whi73b].
Motivations [Cul93]. Motives [HAG95c].
motuum [Wil86b]. Moulton
[Bru78b, Bru78c]. Mount
[Dic06, Ost89, DeV00b, Dic06, Ost96].
Mountain [Ost89, Sha87c, Mar89].
movement [Pin81]. Move [Doe90].
Movement [Ram16]. Movements [Gra01].
Moving [Ste72, Ste13]. MR0685069
[Gol84]. MR1352683 [Smi96].
MR1658137 [Nau98]. MR1658501
Mu'addel [Kin79]. Much
[Gap15, Van15, Eva82]. Mueller [Top03].
Muezzin [Sal06]. MUL.APIN
[Oss12, Jon91a, Oss12]. Mull
[MR93, RMH91, RM92, Rug85]. Mullen
Muntahan [Vil88]. Mundi [LN09, Ste88].
Mundus [Pas15, Van90]. Munich
Neptune [Cha88, Gap15, HS92, Sad90, Smi83, SB84].
Netherlands [Mir17, Kwa12].
Neue [Swe76].
Neun [Kle14].
Neufeld [Ger17].
Neugebauer [Roc17, Swe93, Jon15, Ken85, Roc17].
Newcomb [Smi94c, DOL98, Smi94c].
Newham [Ano82e].
Newly [Moo94, Rus02, Str16a].
Newly-Discovered [Moo94, Rus02].
Newsworthy [Ano15d].
Newton [Ben87b, Dic99, Fei95, Gin95, Mel89, Nau98, SD82, Ste90b, Wes77a, Ben87b, Bro88b, BF13, Coh80, CS02b, Eva93a, Fei95, Gau87, Gin90e, Gli88, Hat04, Hos73, Hos77, Hos86a, KY95, Nau01, Nau16, Ruf10, VWH97, Wes77a, Whi70a, Whi70b, Wi87b, Coh80, CS02b, Nau98, Nau01, Pan15, Smi96, Str10, Wes90].
Newtonian [Hat04, Hos86a, Ben81b, Hos85c, Hos08f, Sha87a].
Newtonianism [Far04].
NGC [Ash81].
Nguni [Sne98].
Niccol`o [Omo11a].
Nic´ephore [Dob86].
Nicholas [Gin04c, Nor83, Pou96, Fle92, Pou96, Too81].
Nicholas-Louis [Deb13].
Nicholas [Gin04c].
Nicholas [GC08].
Nicht [Gau10].
Nick [Rap15a].
Nicolas [Kno90a, Pou96, Deb13, Kno90a].
Nicolas-Louis [Deb13].
North [Ave09, Ber82, Hadi84, Jun02, Vet12, Ano80e, Ave09, BD82, Gin09, Hos00c, MR93, RMH91, RM92, Hos00c].
North-West [Bur82].
Norwegien [Jor94].
Note [Dew82, Eva15, Gau87, Lan80, RS84, Shr00].
Notebook [Don96, Don00].
Notebooks [Wes84].
Notes [Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano71f, Ano71g, Ano72d, Ano73g, Ano73h, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano78h, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84c, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano90a, Pou96, Deb13, Kno90a].
Ninth [NKM+16, Kin87, Sal94a].
Ninth-Century [Kin87, Sal94a].
Nobels [Hor74].
Nordis [Kra17].
Nobis [Wes97].
Nobody [Dan04b].
Noctilucent [Ash79b].
Nocturnal [Gib82, Gib82].
ode [Ler80].
Nodes [Tho71a].
Nocturnal [Gib82, Gib82].
Nodes [Ler80].
Noise [McC13b].
Nolthius [Kus11].
Nomenclature [Ash81, Wag88, Van02b].
nommées [Kun91].
Non [HB71b, HB71a, Jon04, Mor16, Moz16, Pal08, Rap11a, Rug04, HRVM13].
Non-Astronomical [Rap11a].
Non-Galactic [HB71b, HB71a].
Non-Ptolemaic [Mor16, Moz16].
Non-Uniform [Jon04].
Non-Western [Rug04].
Normal [Rav73, RC92].
Normal [Lip15].
Norris [DK83b, Doe01, KD90].
Norwich [Jor94, Kru97].
North [Ave09, Ber82, Hadi84, Jun02, Vet12, Ano80e, Ave09, BD82, Gin09, Hos00c, MR93, RMH91, RM92, Hos00c].
North-West [Bur82].
Northern [Dav17, Sis85, BEC+99b, Hos97c, HMA+98].
Northridge [Wil87a].
Northwest [EBB+01, HC99].
Northwestern [Lep14].
Northwegen [Jor94].
Notations [ASS13].
Note [Dew82, Eva15, Gau87, Lan80, RS84, Shr00].
Notebook [Don96, Don00].
Notebooks [Wes84].
Notes [Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano71f, Ano71g, Ano71h, Ano72d, Ano72e, Ano73g, Ano73h, Ano73i, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano78h, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84c, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano90a, Pou96, Deb13, Kno90a].
Gra10, HS81, Har77, Hoc92, HD84, Kol07, Kre81b, Lan80, Liv13, McC83b, Moe75, New77, Rug87, SS91a, Sal85, SIN85, Shi00, Sta06, SS98b, SG07, Ste77, SF95, SB12, TMG02, Tre90, Wes79, Whi78, Wil11, Wlo07, Yaz14, dJ12, vH86, KG82, Kre80b, dB95, SS97a, Dog87, SS98b, SG07, Ste77, SF95, SB12, TMG02, Tre90, Wes79, Whi78, Wil11, Wlo07, Yaz14, dJ12, vH86, KG82, Kre80b, dB95, SS97a, Dog87, Mor01a]. observatoire [Feu75]. Observatorien [Her76]. Observatories [Ano77l, Bel09a, Bla79, Con70, Dic91b, Fai94, Gin90d, Her73, Her76, How86, How94, Hut12, Kee91, Ken82, Kri94, Mul81, Miül91, Ros84, RC11, Sni07, TTG76, TT84, Hos82a, Bla98a, Bre00, Cow71, Gin90d, Maf05]. Observat´orios [Gra12b]. Observatorium [Eel83]. Observatory [Ban13, Bel07, Bla98b, Bog02, Bry72, BH87, DW83, Dic95, Dip06, Duk90, Edv90, Hea99, Hos16a, How88, Jar91b, MH88, Nee91, Ore84, Ost04, Ric13, Rot80, Rot01, Sni89, Sni91, Smi92, Sni99, TTT3b, TTT7, TTT7T, Tur02, Ano82a, Ano90b, Ban10, Bel07, Bla91a, Can12, Dip91a, Doe90, DH73, Edd71b, Emd84, Emd98, Eel83, Eis88b, Feu75, For70b, For71b, For71c, For74a, For74b, Gin00c, Ham09, Hea94, Hea99, Hig12a, Hod77, How88, KMH1, Lan87, Lan88, Lie02, Mac15, Mac90, MLH84, Orc84, Ost02, Ost04, Ost07, Pau88, Rei82, Rob90, Rot80, Rot90, Sal85, Sch91, Sch18, Sha71a, Ste90a, Tho74, TMG02, War78, Bel77, Cha90, Dow79, Edm84, Eis88b, Gin00c, Hea94, Hea99, Hig12a, Hig17, Hos92a, Lan88, Pau88, Sch91]. Observed [Apt99, Bou13, Coy07, GC99, Pan12, Ste00b, Wlo97, Bec99a]. Observer [Ano01b, Hos05b, Hut12, Sch01a, Ash82]. Observers [Smi12]. Observing [Ben14a, Cro00, Nas13, Pan94b, Pan95, Van15, Wlo87, ZIJJ+99, Hos11b, Kes15]. Obsession [Sch07b]. Occhiale [GV03]. Occidens [Gin85d, Bec71]. Occident [Ler11b, Ste05]. Occidental [Hos08b]. Occidentale [Hos00b, Hat88]. Occult [Par86]. Occultation [GC99, Ste00b]. Occultations [MS85, MHS17, SB12]. Ocean [How88, Ose80]. Octants [Rae11]. Octogenarian [Ber70]. Oddi [Rem11]. Odyssey [Gin03g, Had84]. Observes [Pan96, Rag92, Wil03]. of [Eva13, Jar91a]. Office [Rot01, How08, Rot01]. Offset [PC87]. Offusius [GD93]. Ohio [HH82, McC85]. ohne [Mos86]. Oklahoma [Gin77d, Gin77d, Sal97]. Olaf [Nor98]. Olber [Sch70]. Olbers [Har92, CO13, Hos85c, Jak70, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b, Har92]. Old [Ber97a, Dob00, Eva09b, Hig12a, Jor94, Kru83, Mul82, Ste12a, Zso10, Bel01b]. Oldest [Hos04e, SM05, Sta04]. Olchiki [Oos15]. Omar [Kes15]. Ombre [Par85]. Omens [Gin88a, Ste99, Ste06a]. Omnia [Hat08, Hus13, Gin08]. Omocentriche [Swe92b]. One [Eis88a, Gle04, Loo11, OT13, Goo09]. Online [Ban12]. Ontologies [Mal15]. Onus [Sch15]. Oort [Gin99c, Pan82, Gin99c, Pau82]. Open [Gen90a]. Opera [Gin78b, Hat08, Her72, Hus13, Nor86, Gin08]. Operation [Gra97, Rug95]. Opere [Gin10a, Ser88]. optica [Ae015f, Mal10]. Optical [O'D06, Sha02]. Optician [Eel74]. Optics [CM17, Dij09, Duk14, Linn07, Lütt00, Max12, McC91, Sha02, Dew70, Gin97b, Mor08, Sha02]. Opticus [dC01]. Optik [Dij09, Duk08]. Optiker [Ost05b]. Optimism [Eis01]. optisches [dC01]. Orbit [Don73c]. Orbital [Moz13b, Moz13c]. orbites [Kre81a]. Orbits [Ruf10, VWH97, Don93]. orbium [Eva00, Gin77a]. Orbs [Eas96, Gin99b, Pau33b, Jar82]. ordena [Rya71]. Order [How05, Lat00, LG12, Mer92]. Ordering [Can08]. Oresme [Linn07, Linn07]. Organisation [Hos78a]. organized [Ave95]. Organizing [Ano95g]. Oriel [Spe80]. Orients [Bee71, Gin85d]. Orient [Ste05]. Oriental [Siv89, Ste94]. Orientalist
[Nor80]. Orientation [AZB02, Bel01b, BS06, BSF08, BFAH+10, BGP13, CKE11, GZB14, GGGF06, Haa84, HK82, Hos91b, Kin95b, PP82, SB05, SBF07b, SBF07a]. Orientations [Ano04b, AR00, Bel01a, Bor98, Che99, EBB01, GB10, GGCF03, HHH90, HN91, Hos92b, HAC94a, HAG94b, HAG95a, HAG95b, HZ97, HP98, HMA+98, HP99, HS99, HVT+01, Hos02c, Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos08b, Hut02, Le 08, Le 09, Lii89, Mar02, NR14, PHP92, PHP93, PH94, PRA87, RBH00, RH00, SK08, Sau00, SHV92, TBSKO06, TSH92, ZHGM96, ZB04, Zed05].

Origanus [Omo11b]. orígens [Ano15f, Mal10]. Origin [Dic13b, Duk05, Eva87b, Eva87c, Gen92b, God06, Gol02a, Hom72, Ler05, Mul80, PC87, Pin71b, Pin73b, Sch04a, Sch05a, Sch04b, Sve74a, Wi87d, BF13, Pan15, Wil87c].

Original [Jak72b, Ke10, Sve86c, Van71b, Whi71, Van71a]. Originality [Bar05]. origines [Har85]. Origini [Cen14]. Origins [Ave97, Bec01, Bon07, Bon09b, Cen17, Dog87, Eva93b, Gin90e, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin02b, Gin12c, Gra07a, Hos85c, Hos10a, Jar91b, Ler06, Mac15, McC12, Pan88, Ped81, Spe13, Wil84, Zuj11, vdW90, Chi16, Smi79, Edd82, Liv13, Pin73a]. Orkney [TT73b].

Orleans [Dew87]. Oronce [Pan10, Rap11b, Rap11b]. Oroscopi [Jon97]. Orr [Num72]. Orthodox [Sev00]. Orthodoxer [Sev00]. OSCURAIT [UC16]. Osmanli [Hei00]. Osservatorio [Can12]. Other [Bro83, Lau14, Par92, UC16, Ave05, Ber94, Bow10, Bra90, Cro12, Dev85a, Hei12, Ric07, Sol09, Str99].

Otrazhenii [Wer10]. Ottawa [Jar91b]. Otto [DeV89, Hos80a, Roc17, Jon15, Ki10, Sve93, Ki10]. Ottoman [Hei00, Hei00].

Our [Arm73, Bia04, Cro12, Dev14b, Dic13b, Hos75, Lad10, Hut13]. Ours [Bro83]. Outer [Rea84]. Outline [DeV05, Doe05, Hol03, Pal84, Ros81, Sam98, Tau09]. Outstanding [Gin12a]. Oval [Don73c, Don96, Don93].

Ovalis [Dav09]. Overseas [Dea94]. Overview [BSF08, Dic91b, Hos02d, Rug07, Wil05a, vG05]. Ovid [McM01, McM01].

Ovidian [McM01]. Owe [Gin85f]. Owen [Jar90]. Own [Arm73, Gib82, Gin00c, Sha12]. Oxbow [Kru17]. Oxford [Kru17, Smi96, Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, CG16, CG18, Hos96, Spe80, Vie85]. Oxygen [Plo77]. Oxyrhynchus [Gol00].


Papers [Bar13b, BH81, Duk05, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gin92a, Gin99c, Had84, Jas96b, Ken85, Mil80, Min00, Oos97a, Rad90, Ste05, War78, Wos06, TH97, Wil87a]. Papirologica [Jon97]. Papyri [Gol00]. Papyrus [Jon97, Jon16]. Paradigm [Rav73]. Paradigmatic [Hei12].

Paradigms [Hei94]. Paradox [Hos85c, Sch70, Tip88a, Tip88b]. Paradoxes [Wer13]. Paralipomena [Sha02].


Paris [Cha90, Gin03a, Gin01c, Lan87, CG18, Déb96, Feu75, Hat83, Hen76, Kel83, Lan87, Lau07, Ler00]. Parisian [Not15b]. parisiien
[Mol76]. **Parisiens** [Gin88b]. **Park** [Had84].
**Parmenides** [Gre14, Llo15]. **Pars** [Nor86].
**Parsons** [Cha15b, Mol14a, Smi02, Smi02].
**Parsonstown** [Hos02b]. **Part**
[AMP95, Gin86b, Hos11c, Jar90, JGL14, LGJLF14, Shia02, Ste99, Ste06a, Wes90, Wil86b, Ano76c, Ano05a, AMP96, BH73a, BH73b, Bru78b, Bru78c, ESBG96, ESBG97, Eva87b, Eva87c, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gre04, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos11d, Ito09, JLS +05, JHLS05, Moz13b, Moz13c, Ost84b, Ost84c, Ost97b, Ost98, SB72b, SBF07b, SBF07a, Smi08, Smi09a, Spr93b, Spr93c].
**partes** [Pou84]. **Partner** [Hos04a].
**Partnership** [Bia04, Cor03]. **Parts** [Mes15, Fre14].
**Partying** [RC16]. **Paschali** [Nor92b].
**Passage** [CKE11, Dew87, Gen92a].
**Passion** [Ver12]. **Past** [Ano76b, Ave94, Doe08, Eng02, Hos94, McC07, Whi76a, Wea90].
**Patent** [Bak15, GMLL14]. **Path** [CB05, Mar14, Moz14, Swe13, WDR11].
**Paths** [Wes09a]. **Pathways** [Roc16].
**Patience** [Sta06]. **Patras** [Gin82d]. **Patrick** [Cro15, Oos15].
**Patrizi** [Bon09b]. **Patronage**
[BG03, Bla91b, Blu13, Bru96, Rot90]. **Patterns** [Ave09, Van89, Whi92].
**Paucker** [Oes15, RR13]. **Pualerinus** [HI07]. **Pauper** [Hev94].
**Pawnee** [Had84]. **Paying** [Rot17].
**Payne** [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85a, DeV03, Tri13].
**Payne-Gaposchkin** [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85a, DeV03].
**Payne-Scott** [Tri13]. **PC** [Ols93].
**Peace** [Van95b]. **Peak** [Edm84, Lie02, Edm84].
**Peck** [SM04]. **Pecked** [Ave05, RS84].
**Pedersen** [Duk11, Nor98]. **Pedro** [Nor00b, Mal13, Nor00b, Mal13].
**Pélerin** [Tur96]. **Pélerin’s** [Tur96]. **Peloponnese** [Eva08]. **Pendulum** [Deb05]. **Penetrating** [Ben76b].
**Peninsula** [GB10, Kre02, Iwa96].
**Penser** [Gra07a]. **People** [Dic00a, Sis87].
**Peoples** [Sne98]. **Perception** [Dic90, Lüt00]. **Perceptions** [Blo78].
**Percival** [Het78, Str93, DeV02a]. **Perfect**
[Dan12a, Moe75, Yav99]. **Perfection** [Gin87b].
**Perga** [Jon99]. **Perigee** [Whi75].
**Perihelion** [Dic99, Lan84, Ros82b]. **Period**
[BS92, Heg82, Hei00, Mer09, Nic90, Vai12, Wil07, Don09]. **Period-Luminosity** [Wil07].
**Periods** [Gol02b, Hos83b, McC83b, Hos83b].
**Peripatetic** [Hos88]. **perit** [Ham06].
**permanentes** [PC01]. **Perrin** [Wes09a].
**Perrine** [Hod77]. **Perseverence** [Bec00].
**Persian** [Gol72]. **Person** [God07, Dob83a].
**Personal** [Eva13, Gin91b, Hir09, Ric13].
**Personalities** [For74a]. **Personality** [Ald02].
**Perspective** [Bel01a, Cor03, Mer11, Rot01, Ste04].
**Perspectives**
[Ald09, Axt99, Eis96, Gin05d, Gol94, Hir92, Sch90, Tau11, HE82, Eis96, Ano84a].
**Persuasion** [Bec00, Gin03b, Rot09]. **Peru**
[Ave87, Ave87, Gli88, Sha87]. **pervoy** [Rya71]. **Peter**
[CWW17, Mal90, Kil87, Kun87, Ves98].
**Petersburg** [Kri97, Oes15, RR13].
**Petersburgskaya** [Kul87]. **Petit** [Pin80].
**Petri** [Nor86, Nor86]. **Petroglyphs**
[McC85]. **Petrus** [Gra11a, Kre07a]. **Peucer**
[Gin77c, Gin77c]. **Perubach**
[Bar13a, DK96, Lan98, Mal13]. **Pfaff**
[Oes15, RR13]. **Phaenomena**
[Eva12, Gin03b, Eva12]. **Phanes** [Pap01].
**Phänomen** [Sis87]. **Phases**
[Dra84b, Gin84c, Gol96b, Pal01, Pan12].
**Phenomena** [Gol97, Sch87, Tih07].
**Philadelphia** [Ano15f, Gin80a, Jar90].
**Philipp** [Sta00a]. **Philippe** [Ler11a].
**Philolaus** [Tur96, Tau96]. **Philomenae**
[Nor86]. **Philosophandi** [May11].
**Philosopher** [CJ05, Tes10, Van98b, Wil14b].
**Philosophers** [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].
**Philosophical** [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kel83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].
**Philosophy** [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM03, GB86, Hos00c, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70,
Rap15b, Swe01, Wes94]. *phisicos* [dA17].
Phoenix [Sch78]. *Photograph* [Bec00].
Photographic
[Gin12a, Hen99a, Hen99b, SS16, Sta04].
*Photographique* [LH05]. *Photographs* [Bec13, Ben87a, Kes10, POH96].
Photography
[Lan83, Ost94, Cro00]. *Photomechanical* [Pan95]. *Photometer* [Sta00b]. *Photometry* [Lil99].
Photographs
[Bec13, Ben87a, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Kra12, Mur95, Sha07b, Tho88, Wes84, Wes01]. *Physician* [Omo17].
Photographers
[Ano84b, Bur10, Dar91, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Kra12, Mur95, Sha07b, Tho88, Wes84, Wes01]. *Physicist* [Ost92b]. *Physicists* [DeV00b, DeV07]. *Physics* [Bar88, Coo97, DK83a, DK83b, DeV00b, DeV94, Edd71a, Gra76, KD90, Ost05a, Sta13, Tho88, Tur79a, Whi92, Gin12, Me09, TH79, Co09, DeV05, Edd71a, Mi80, Sch11, Ste12c].
Physik [For82, Her90, Wil01]. *physikalisch* [Wes97]. *physikalisch-medizinischen* [Wes97]. *Physiktheologie* [Her90].
Physique [Can09, Ste12b]. *Piam* [Wen99].
Piazzi
[Eva87a, Hos88, CM011, Ser90]. Pic
[CL05]. *Picard* [Cha89, Cha89]. *Picchu* [DW83]. *Pickering* [Bed10, Plo90, Plo93, Sad90]. *Pico* [Azz06].
*Picture* [Eva04, Ost94]. *Pictures* [Hos02a, Smi09b, Van98c]. *Picturing* [Rem15, Ben14b, Mc13c]. *Piero* [Sha11].
Pierre
[Eva17, Hat08, Ma97, HRVM13, Hat08, Hei99, Sti07]. *Pierre-Simon* [HRVM13, Hei99]. *Pies* [Jar90a]. Pietro
[Rap11c]. *Picott* [Hos79a]. *Pike* [Gen87].
*Pin* [CTE12]. *Pin-and-Slot* [CTE12].
*Pinearree* [Jon06a]. Pioneer
[Ber74, Edd84, Gin82b, Kid87, Lut91, Hir09, Bed10].
Pioneering
[Bed10, Hir85]. *Pioneers* [Bec15, Bel77, Gol87b, Hos14c]. *Piotr* [Gur04]. *Piper* [Mos86]. Pirámides
[Hos12a]. *Pisa* [Lip15]. *Pisma* [Gin08].
Pivotal
[Hos76a]. *Pivots* [Kok98]. Place
[Cha85, De 06, Dew79, O’B88, Ves98].
Places
[Jar98]. *Plagiarism* [Cle71]. plana

[Bl79]. *Plane* [Dél91]. *Planet* [Cro15, Cro00, Dic99, Gin97c, Lan82, Rea84, Rea92, Sad90, Sch82, Wil97, Wil02, Yeo07, She14, Sul12]. *planétaire* [Ano83b, Pou83, Nor82]. *Planétaires* [Van86]. *Planetaria* [Kru08]. *Planetarians* [Mul80]. *Planetarium* [Ack10, Ano73f, Muc75, Tur75, Van99]. *Planetarium* [Byr11, Pan12, Mal13, Ped81, Hus13, Bar13a, Swe73]. *Planetary* [Ano13a, AH94, ABB03, Ber97b, BS16, Bri98, CG13, Co09, CO13, De08a, Doe00, Doe05, Duk04, Duk09, Eas00, ECT10, Gol97, GC13, Gra05c, HS18, Hos14e, Hub83, Jon04, KT73, Kno90b, LG12, LD12, Mac93, Mc04, Mul80, Mur95, Omo11b, Pin70, Pin71b, Pl016b, Sch80, Smi09, Ste99, Ste01, Ste03, Ste06a, SH81, S82, Swe72, Swe73, Swe75, Swe04a, Van94a, Wil88, Wes90, Whi72, Whi73b, Whi74, Yan86, Yeo88, Pou83, Gin91b, Coh86a, Gra05c]. *Planeten* [Hub83].
*Planetenlaufh* [Oes10].
*Planetentheorie* [Whi72]. *Planètes* [Nor82, Kre81]. *Planctology* [Str93].
*Planets* [Bau87, CTE12, CH92, Cro12, Dic90, Doe00, Eas01, Gin72, Moz13a, Mul80, Rea84, SB12, Swe84, Swe89, Swe17a, Van98a, Gin91b, Bri98, Eas96, Mor97, Rea81].
*Planisferologia* [Tur90a, Tur90a].
*Planispheric* [Gib78]. *Planned* [Mau13].
*Planorum* [Gin89b]. *Plaskett* [Jar99].
*Plata* [Gra12b, dA17]. *Plate* [ASCE14, Has02]. *Plateau* [BGP13]. *Plates* [Gin83a, SS16, Sta04]. *Platform* [Ave05].
*Platinum* [Cha72]. *Plato* [Llo11, GT00, Kno90b, Llo11]. *Platonic* [Dra73]. *Playwright* [Fal14, Wlo15].
Pleasing
[Het76a]. *Pléthon* [Cha00, Mer98a, Tih98]. *Pliny* [McC91, GB95]. *Plumbline* [CR11].
*Plumaria* [Far04, Fei90, O’B88, Bro83].
*Plus* [Cha09]. *Pluto* [Yeo07, Lan82, Rea81, Lan82, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92]. *Pocket*
[Gin91b, McC82, Par90, Wi104].
Point [Eva93a, Moz13a, Not14a, PC89]. Pointer [ASCE14, Tur15]. Points [SBF07b, SBF07a].
Polish [God07, God16, Rav72]. Politecnica [Cen17]. Política [Hei14a, Gli88, Gra12a].
Political [How05, RüI95, Wes96]. Politics [Coy07, For74a, Nic90, Rap15a, Sta13, Gim12, Wil4a, Waf91].
Popularising [BS73]. Popularization [Dra80]. Popularized [Wil05b]. Popularizing [NaI6, Ram16, Sta15].
Portait [Gin77c, Ome73]. Portraits [Gin81b, Gin81b]. Portrayed [Han12].
Portugal [CG10, Hos97c, HST97, HJT+01, LN09].
Position [Bot76, Gap15]. Positions [Ano13a, CG13, Cohs6a, Gin00b, Hub83].
Positivism [Har85]. Possible [Dib76, Hos97c, TST75, VSP93]. Post [Gin83b, Hen08, Mc804, OT13, Sul02].
Post-Carolingian [McC04]. Post-Copernican [OT13].
Post-Darwinian [Hen08]. Post-Galilean [Gin83b]. Post-War [Sul02]. Postage [LF15].
Potsdam [Eel83]. Potsdamer [Eel83].
Pouille [Nor82]. Poverty [PC89]. Power [An90a, Ave11, Ben76b, Dev98, GH07, McC98b, RüI95, Tho90a, War08, McC98b].
Pp [Ano15f, Atr14, Ave95, Bak15, Bec15, Bel14a, Bel14b, Bra15, Bro90, Bur15, Car86, Cen14, Cen17, CWW17, Cha15b, Cro15, Dev14b, Eva17, Gan15, Ger17, GG14, Had84, Hal03, Hea15, Hei14a, Hei14b, Hen15b, Jar90, Kes15, Kle14, Kru17, Lau14, LF15, Lep14, Ltp15, Llo15, Mal15, Mar14, Mes15, Mir17, Mol14b, ML14, Mul83, Nan98, Oes15, Oos15, Qua17, Rad90, Rap15a, Rem15, Rob86, Roc17, Ros17, Sch15, Sha14, Sia96, Sul14, Swe17c, Too95, Wes97, Wil15, Wlo15].
Prachatic [Nor02]. Practica [Gre10]. Practical [Ben92, Dew90, Gin91b, McC82, Dav80, Dun92, Gin91b].
Práticas [Iwa96]. Practice [Eva04, JolI0, KDI98, McC03, Sha94b, Sta04, Voe01, You86, JI12, Hol10b].
Practices [Ban13, Ben87b, CK07, MJT03, Pan94b, Pan95]. Praktika [Gin03c].
Pragmatic [Nor82]. Practica [Gre10]. Prêtre [Eva95, Gin91b].
Practical [Ben92, Dew90, Gin91b, MCC82, Dav80, Dun92, Gin91b].
Practicas [Iwa96]. Praxis [Gin89b].
Practika [Gin03c]. Prazisionspendeluhren [Bre13].
Pre [Ano73a, BCG98, BEC99b, Car76, Don73c, ESBG96, ESBG97, EBB+01, Gol72, Gol96b, Hiv81, Pum11, Sia97, Spr92, SS98a, Tha88].
Pre-Columbian [Car76, Ano73a, Hiv81, Spr92].
Pre-Hispanic [ESBG96, ESBG97].
Pre-Islamic [BEC99b, EBB+01, Gol72].
Pre-Jesuit [SS98a]. Pre-Kopernikan [Don73c].
Pre-Keplerian [Don73c]. Pre-Modern [Sal97].
Pre-Roman [BEC98]. Pre-Telescopic [Gol96b, Pum11, Tha88]. Preacher [Gue12].
Precession [Gol75, Gol94, Har79, Pin72, VWH97].
Precessional [Moe75]. Precision [Gin02b, Rug92, Rug93, SS95, SS91b, Cha89].
Predicted [Bro85, SS97b, Ste97].
Prediction [Dra79, Far96, Gin70b, Pan94a, SF97, Ste08].
[Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, Siv05]. Reports [Jon76, NRKN16]. Representation [Fle92, Mea02, Hen76]. Representations [Pan94b, Pan95]. Representing [Eva06]. Reprint [Gin78c]. Reprinted [Hei99, Ken85, Rem08]. Reprints [Mit86]. Reproduction [Pan95]. Republic [Hal03, Siv05, Gre16]. Republik [For70a]. Reputation [Cas16]. Reputed [Ome73]. Research [Ano73f, AR86, Bla98b, Bru96, Cha88, Coo75, Dew00, Gen90a, Mac98, Mir17, Pau81, Plo16b, RS18, SB72a, SB72b, TQ17, Wea90, Cun16, Sis85, Wea90]. Researched [Van96]. Researches [FV17, For76, Ano15f]. Residence [Hos12c]. Resolutae [Cha98]. Resolve [DeV89]. Resolution [Hos90]. Response [Ano90a]. Responses [Swe17b]. Rest [Sha87a]. Restored [Mol14b]. Restoring [Cas16, Mol14b]. Resultados [Ave87]. Resurrection [Bla98b]. Retirement [Ano07b]. rétrogradation [Par85]. Retrogradations [Swe84]. Retrograde [Mac98]. Retrying [Gin05d]. Return [Bro85, Wa86b, Wil93]. Rev [Don71b]. Revelation [Mar03]. Revenge [Hos06d]. Reverent [Gin01b]. Review [Ait82, Ait86, Ald97, Ald09, Ald11, All71, And90, And00, Ano73e, Ano75c, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano77a, Ano84b, Ano84a, Ano97b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano05, App02, App05, Apte98, Apte99, Apt14, Arn70, Arm72, Arm73, Arm74, Arm95, Ash72, Ash79a, Ash79b, Ash80, Ash82, Ash86, Ash87, Atw79, Aub12, Ave87, Ave92, Ave94, Ave95, Ave97, Ave09, Ave11, Axw17, Azz06, Bak15, Ban13, Bar05, Bar13b, Bat87, Bat90, Bec99a, Bec10, Bec15, Bed80, Bed10, Bee71, Bel77, Bel07, Bel09a, Bel14a, Bel01a, Bel06, Bel09b, Bel11, Bel14b, Ben76a, Ben82a, Ben84, Ben87a, Ben87b, Ben91a, Ben91b, Ben93a, Ben99, Ben09, Ben13, Ber70, BS73, Ber74, Ber81, Ber82, Ber89, Ber94, Ber97a, Ber01, Ber92, Ber97b, Ber12, Ber14, Bia04]. Review [Big10, Bla98a, Bla98b, Bla91b, Bla97, Bla01, Bla79, Blu00, Bok73, Bol05, Bol10, Bon76, Bon09a, Bon11, Bon12, Bow83, Bow10, Bra90, Bra15, Bra05, Bre00, Bre13, Bre11, Bri98, Bri01b, Bri05, Bro91a, Bro96, Bro10, Bro90, Brü78, Brü78a, Brü82, Brü96, Brü99, Bry18, Bur82, Bur84, Bur15, Bur80, Bur10, Cam02, Cam11, Can12, Can09, CL05, CL08, Cap12, Cár88, Car76, Car86, Car97, Car99, Cau08, Cau17, Cen14, Cen17, Cer97, Cer99, Cha00, Cha09, Cha85, Cha97, CT12, Cha15b, Cha75, CM10, Chr98, Cog98, Coh79, Coh80, Coh86a, Coh91, Coh95, Coh97, Coh99, CS02b, CJ05, Coo75, Coo97, Coo00, Cor98, Cor03, Cow71, Coy07, Cro15, Cro00, Cro08, Cro12, Dal01, Dan04b, Dan11, Dan12a, Dan12b, Dar91, Dav06, Dav08]. Review [De 13, DeV85b, DeV85a, DeV89, DeV96, DeV98, DeV00a, DeV02a, DeV03, Dev05, Dev07, Dea94, Déb87, Déb91, Déb13, Dek12, Den00, Dev14a, Dev14b, Dev70, Dew79, Dew87, Dew00, Die82, Die90, Die95, Die97a, Die99, Die00a, Die00b, Die06, Die09, Die13b, Dj09, Din73, Dob77, Dob79, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, Dob92, Dob96, Dob99a, Dob00, Doc94, Doc01, Doc05, Doc08, Dog87, Don71b, Don71a, Don73a, Don73b, Don79, Don82b, Don82a, Don86, Don88a, Don92, Don98, Don00, Don02, Don09, Dra80, Dra84a, Dra90, Dru84, Duk10, Duk11, Duk12, Dnu92, Dnu13, Dup08, Dup14, Eag08a, Eag08b, Eas89, Eas96, Eas10, Edd71a, Edd74, Edd80, Edd82, Edd86, Edm84, Eel74, Eel83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis96, Eis03, Ell85, Ell08, Eng02, Eva82]. Review [Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva92, Eva93a, Eva93b, Eva00, Eva01, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva09a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Fan05, Fan09, Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fek13, Fel02, Fin90, Fin99, Fin10, Fle73, For70a, For73,
For81, For82, For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen87, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gen96, Ger17, Gib78, Gib82, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin76, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82a, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a, Gin85c, Gin85b, Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin90a, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90c, Gin90d, Gin90a.

Review

[Gin90b, Gin90e, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b, Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90c, Gin00c, Gin00d, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin01d, Gin01e, Gin01b, Gin01a, Gin01f, Gin02a, Gin02b, Gin02c, GHHB02, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03e, Gin03f, Gin03g, GM03, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04c, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin05d, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin10a, Gin10c, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b, Gin11c, Gin12b, Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gli88, God07, God13, Goed09, Goff73a, Goll73a, Go173a, Goll73b, Goll76, Goll87b].

Review

[Gol95, Gol00, Gol11, Gol12, Gol03b, GG14, Goo09, Gra80, Gra90a, Gra14a, Gra07a, Gra08a, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra13a, Gra76, GB86, Gra90b, Gra00, Gra01, Gra05c, Gre99, Gre00, Gre02, Gre04, Gre09, Gre14, Gua09, Gub88, Gur06, Had84, Hal88, Hal93, Hal03, Ham06, Ham09, Ham11, HS81, Han12, Han09a, Han09b, Har73, Har94, Har92, Har72, Har75, Har78, Har84, Har85, Has11, Hat83, Hat88, Hat04, Hat08, Haw74, Hay81, Haz02, Hea94, Hea97, Hea99, Hea15, Heg78, Heg82, Heg85, Hei00, Hei14a, Hei09, Hei08, Hei12, Hei14b, Hen75, Hen76, Hen08, Hen09, Hen13, Hen15b, Her72, Her76, Her80, Her90, Her94, Het76a, Het78, Het94, Hev94, Hev74, Hig12b, Hig12a, Hig17, Hill7, Hin04, Hir85, Hir92, Hir09]. Review [Hiv81, Hol03, Hol10b, Hol77, Hol95, Hor74, Hor82, Hos71b, Hos72, Hos73, Hos75, Hos76a, Hos78a, Hos81, Hos82b, Hos83a, Hos83b, Hos84b, Hos86a, Hos88, Hos89b, Hos92a, Hos94, Hos95a, Hos95b, Hos96, Hos97a, Hos97b, Hos00a, Hos00b, Hos01e, Hos10b, Hos02a, Hos04b, Hos04c, Hos04d, Hos04e, Hos05a, Hos06a, Hos08b, Hos08a, Hos08c, Hos11a, Hos11b, Hos12a, Hos13, How02, How05, How08, How80, How88, Hoy84, Hub83, Hub91, Hub06a, Hug10, Hus13, Hut12, Iwa96, Jar90, Jar91a, Jar00, Jar09a, Jar73, Jas96a, Jas96b, Jhi74, Jon91a, JT92, Jon79, Jon99, Jon06b, Jon10, Jor94, Kai07, Kak95, Kaz73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Kel74, Kel73, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kes15, Kif87, KH73, Kin78, Kin79, Kin81, Kin83, Kin87].

Review [Kin95a, Kle14, Kn170, Kno90a, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre07b, Kre08, Kra09, Kre13, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, KL10, Kru83, Kru97, Kru08, Kru17, Kul80, Kul81, Kul75, Kul87, Kun85, Kun88, Kun90, Kun91, Kus10, Kwa12, Lad10, Lan89, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler11b, LG12, Ler17, Lil99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip00, Liv13, Liz17, Llo80, Llo89a, Llo90, Llo94, Llo90, Llo11, Llo15, Loe96, Loc99, Loc00, Loh75, Lon06, Lov87, Low09, Lut91, Lüt92, Lüt00, Mac76, Mac93, Ma05, Ma90, Mal97, Mal13, Mal15, Mar75, Mar87, Mar97, Mar99, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14]. Review [Mar12b, Mar89, Max12, May11, McCS2, McC83a, McC85, MC91, MC90b, MC99, MC04, MC07, MC11, MC13a, MC13b, MC13c, MC08, MK78, MK87, MC01, MC74, MM89, MM03, MC05, Mea70b, Mea71, Mea81, Mea85, Mea86, Mea02, Me89,
Mer77, Mer88, Mer92, Mer96, Mer03, Mer06, Mer09, Mer10, Mer11, Mes15, Mil80, Mil04, Min00, Mir17, Mit86, Mit13, Moe77, Moe80, MG86, Mol14b, Mol70, Mol76, Mol93, ML07, ML14, Mor97, Mor01b, Mor01a, Mor08, Mos03, Mos07, Mos09, Mos10, Mos86, Mul82, Mul84, Mul80, Mul83, Mül91, Nak71, Nau98, Nau01, Nee71, Nee74, Nee08, Neu81, Nor76, Nor78, Nor80, Nor82, Nor83, Nor85, Nor86, Nor88, Nor90, Nor91a, Nor92b, Nor92a, Nor94, Nor96, Nor97, Nor99].

Review [Nor00a, Nor00b, Nor02, Nor04, Nor06, Nor07, Nor08b, Nor08a, O’B88, O’D06, Oes10, Oes15, Ogj11, Olo04, Ols93, Ome79, Omo11a, Omo13, Oos15, Orc84, Orc88, Orc90, Os06, Oss12, Ost80, Ost92a, Ost97a, Ost04, Ost05b, Ost05a, Pal12, Pal77, Pal84, Pan09a, Pan09b, Pan15, Par86, Par90, Par92, Pas03a, Pas03b, PP07, Pas14, Pau78, Pau82, Pau88, Pau95, PG72, PG79, Ped73, Ped79, Ped87, Peo08, Per00, Pet80, Phi91, Pin1a, Pin73a, Pin74, Pin80, Pin81, Pin84, Pin88, Pin90, Pin92, Pin03, Pla91, PdV85, Pou75, Pou79, Pou84, Pou85, Pou96, Pou09, dSP78, dP82, Prz79, Qua17, Rad90, Rag93, Rag85, Rag92, Rag91, Rag01, Rag09, Ram10, Ram06, Rap11b, Rap13, Rap15a, Rap11c, Ras13, Rav72, Rav73, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92].

Review [Ree10, Ree11, Rei92, Rem08, Rem11, Rem15, Ren89, Ric07, Rob86, Roc09, Roc17, Rom06, Ron89, Ros79, Ros73, Ros74a, Ros81, Ros74b, Rot80, Rot01, Rot03, Row07, Rud92, Rug95, Rug99, Rug04, Rug07, RC11, Rut03, Rut12, Rut13, Ry71, Rya90, Sal79, Sal90, Sal95, Sal97, Sal06, Sal09, Sam07, Sam13, San99, Sar78, SS08, Sav12, Saw08, Sch07a, Sch15, Sch82, Sch90, Sch91, Sch99, Sch05b, Sch00b, Sch03, Sch12b, Sch14a, Sch70, SK03, Sch11, Sch07b, Sel14, Ser88, Ser00, Sha07a, Sha17, Sha71b, Sha02, Sha14, Sha87b, Sha96, Sha70, Sha07c, Sha87c, She74, She79b, She79a, She86, She87, Shi09, Shi11, Shu82, Sid10, Sis85, Sis87, Siv77, Siv89]. Review [Siv98, Siv05, Siv10, Sivi1, Sivi5, Sivi9, Sivi2, Sivi9, Sivi9a, Sivi9b, Sivi9c, Sivi6, Sivi8, Sivi0, Sivi9b, Sivi12, Somo09, Spr92, Spr93a, Sta72, Sta95, Sta07, Sta13, Sta99, Sta00a, Sta10, Ste99, Ste01, Ste05, Ste06a, Ste12a, Ste13, Ste17, Ste77, Ste90b, Ste98b, Ste00a, Ste02b, Ste06b, Ste12b, Ste12c, Ste88, Ste96, Sti07, Str10, Str99, Str81, Sul77, Sul99, Sul02, Sul12, Sul14, Sut72, Swe73, Swe76, Swe86a, Swe88, Swe90, Swe92b, Swe98, Swe99a, Swe01, Swe04b, Swe13, Swe17c, Sy107, Tat99, Tat09, Tau94, Tau96, Tau09, Tau11, Tau13, Tay10b, Ten00, Tes10, Thi88, Th071b, Th071c, Th084, Th086, Th087, Th90a, Th90b, Th071b, Th17, Tip88a, Too77, Too81, Too95, Too96, Tri97, Tri03, Tri13].

Review [Tri10, Tuc00, Tur70b, Tur70a, Tur71b, Tur71a, Tur72, Tur75, Tur79a, Tur84, Tur90a, Tur90b, Tur96, Tur03, Tur07, UL95, UC17, Vai12, Van96a, Van95b, Van99, Van02a, Van85, Van89, Van90, Van92, Van94b, Van96, Van98b, Van98c, Van02b, Ver13, Ver87, Ver09, Ver12, Ver17, Vet12, Vic85, Vil90, Voe94, Voe97, Voe01, Voe02, Voe03, Voe07, Waf86a, Waf91, Waf01, Waf02, Waf04, Wag88, Wal77, Wal99, Wal13, War71, War79, War80, War93, War98, War08, War13, Was72, Was77, Way96, Wea90, WW74, WW82, Wel84, Wel94, Wel05, Wen99, Wel10, Wel13, Wes77a, Wes84, Wes90, Wes94, Wes96, Wes77b, Wes93, Wes97, Wes09b, Whi73a, Whi76a, Whi02, Whi72, Whi73b, Whi76b, Whi92, Whi00, Whi71, Wil15, Wil86a, Wil97, Wil02, Wil07].

Review [Wil87a, Wil14b, Wil75, Wil82, Wil84, Wil86b, Wil87b, Wil88, Wil95, Wil00, Wil01, Wil03, Wil04, Wil05b, Wil05a, Wil11, Wis06, Wlo10, Wlo15, Wop88, Woo87, Yan86, Yav99, Yeo88, Yeo99, Yeo00, Yeo02, Yeo07, Zbi97, Zuj11, dA74, dC01, dV91, vB10, vG05, vH86, vH87, vB17, vdW78,
Kra17, Kun85, Mul84, Nor08b, Oss18, Plo16a, Roc16, Sar78, Sha96, Shu82, Tur79a, Van95b, Waf04, Bok73, Oes15, Gin92b, Kun85.

Scientific [Ack10, Ano76c, Ano77j, App05, Ben78a, Ben91b, Ben09, Bla98b, Bon76, Bre11, Cha90, Coo00, Cul93, Dob79, Edd86, Eis96, Eva82, Gal83, Gen87, Gen96, Gin87a, Gin90b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin99a, Gin04a, Gle04, Gol11, GB86, Het94, Hos82b, Hos86a, Jar91a, Kre99, Low09, Lütt92, Mar97, McM05, Mil04, Mol93, Nor78, Omo17, Oos15, Par86, Pas03b, dP82, Rud92, Rya71, Sch14a, SS16, Sch70, She79b, Smi94c, Smi97, Ste05, Tan94, Tho86, Van95a, Van99, Ver12, Vio70, WW82, Wes90b, TB13, Bon76, Oes15, Gin92b, Kun85.

Scientifia [Ano06a, Gua09].

Scientifique [Hos11a].

Scientist [Eas89, Fei84, Gal83, Gin02d, Smi94c, BS73, Loh75, Lut91, Sti07].

Scientists [Gin85a, Gin87a, Het94, Hos04d, Smi12, Hos04d].

Scienza [GM03].

Scienziato [Lat12, Van96].

Scimitars [Hug10].

Scope [Hos83a].

Scot [Tri13].

Scottish [Ell85, Gin91c, Rus74a, Rus74b].

Scots [Eas01].

Scotus [Rut12].

Scrapbook [Gol87b].

Scrupinizing [Nor04].

Scritti [Tri07].

Sea [For71d, Ste17].

SEAC [Ano94c].

Seaman [Gen90b].

Search [Apt14, Ben76a, Cha88, Cro12, Die99, Eva09b, Fon73, Gin01g, GB09, Hos83a, KID90, Mil04, Rot17, Sad90, Ste05, Spe13, God07, Har13, Sel12].

Searching [Bon05, Whi00, Maf05].

Seasonal [Kno93].

Seasons [Pan09a].

Secchi [Cen14, Cen14].

Second [Kid90, Kní70, Kra99, SWL74, Sha92, Ano80a, Kni70].

Secondo [Blu01].

Secrecy [Sho97c].

Secret [Alt86, Ald97, Cam02, Wil82, Mos10].

Secrets [Eva09b, Hir99].

Seculo [GM03].

Secunda [MG86, Swe86a].

Seeing [Hoc92, Lin07, Sul12].

Seekers [Go87b].

Seeking [ABB03].

Seeleinstimmung [Dru84].

Seen [Blu98a, Gra13a, WR08].

Segno [GM03].

Segonds [Ler11a].

Seicento [Van96].

Sei`eme [Ler80, Bla01].

Sejong [Ste94].

Selbst [Gin90f].

Selbstsreflexion [Kre82].

Selected [Bro10, Gin83b, Hos76a, Hos97b, Hoy84, Ken85, Ost97a, Rap13, Rob86, Ste05, Bar13b].

Selection [Rap13, Ree10].

Selections [Rap13, Ree10].

Selenographer [Sta00a].

Selenographia [Puni11, Mül10].

Selenology [Hoy82].

Sellers [Apt14].

Selling [Waf02, Waf02].

Selon [Nor82].

Semi [Gin85e].

Semi-Tychonic [Gin85e].

Seneca [Pin92].

Senescas [Pin92].

Sense [Woo88].

Sent [KY95].

September [Liv13].

Sepulchres [Hos92b, HAG94b].

Sépultures [Hos00b].

Serabit [BSF08].

Série [Wil03].

Series [Bel14a, Gin85e, Hos89b, Rob86].

Serpent [Car86].

Serpents [FA97].

Service [Ed80, Hos92a, Mer96, Mor01a].

Ses [Hen76].

Sesi [TSH92].

Sesquicentennial [Hoe88, Rot01].

Set [Sal85].

SETI [Cor98].

Setting [Pas03a].

Settings [Rap13, Sta72].

Settlement [HB92].

Seven [CH92, Gin03g].

Seven-Year [Gin03g].

Seventeenth [Apt14, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dum92, Fei86, Min00, WW74, Whi73a, Sel12, Anb16, Bau87, Ben84, Bro88a, Bro91b, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, VG01, Wer13, Whi72].

Seventeenth-Century [Min00, Aub16, Ben84, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Wer13, Whi72].

Seville [Pai12].

Sextants [Rec11].

Seydi [Kin79].

Sfere [Swe92b].

Sab`ar [Rag16b, Sal87].

Shadow [Ben87b, Gin08, Pas15].

Shadows [Duk12, Hig16].

Shafts [Wal07].

Shaker [Nor92a, Oes15].

Shakespeare [Wlo15, Fal14, Ush15, Wlo15, CWW17].
Shamans [McC98b]. Shame [Hos02a].
Shams [Sal94b]. Shane [Ost84a]. Shape [Hys96]. Shaped [Ave11, Gin01a]. Shapes [Cam11]. Shaping [Rot17, Har13]. Shapley [Ber70, Gin88d, Het76b, Hos16a, Smi00].
Sheehan [Cro15]. Sheepshanks [Hos91a, Hos89a]. Shetland [TM78]. Shifts [Liv13]. Shines [Bec99a]. Ships [And00].
Shirazi [Mor16]. Shkola [Kul87]. Shoemaker [Yeo02]. Shooting [VB01].
Short [CT12, Ler17, Wil04, Pin88]. Short-Lived [CT12]. Shoujing [Ste94].
Should [Bec99a]. Shoulders [Fei95].
Sicilia [Rap11c]. Sicily [AR00, Chi15].
Sicut [Ler80]. Siddhántasundara [Gan15, Kmi14]. Siddhánta [Pin84, Pin84].
Sideral [ABB03, Fin90, Fin10]. Sidero [Sche74]. Sideresis [Hos89b, Lüt00, Van94b, Whi78, Fin10, Fin90, Fin10, GV03, Hei12, Van94b]. Siècle [Cha09, Ler80, Ler11b, Lüt00, Gin88b, Nor82, Bla01, Cha09].
Sighting [Gau14, Ste08b, WDR11].
Simplicius [Eva07, Eva07]. Simplified [Tur70b]. Simultaneous [Het75, Kol08]. since [Bon11, Gin11a, Whi92]. Singh [Bla79, Gin96b]. Single [Sul14, Mun13].
Singular [Kn170]. Sir [Big10, Din73, Gin99d, Hos08c, Hos13, Din73, Sel06]. Sirius [Cer95, Cer96, HW07, Hol10a, Kol10b, Kol07, Sch00a, Sch07a, WR08, Sch07a].
Siromani [Pin84]. Sistemi [Gin02c].
Sister [Sha84a]. Sistine [Shr00]. Site [Ron06, SS90, ZJJ?99]. Sites [CFMR77, Ell85, HC99, RMHK1, TT78, TM78].
Sitzungberichte [Wes97]. Siwa [SBBF07b, SBF07a]. Six [Kol07, Mea70b].
Sixteenth [Gin77c, Gin11b, Jar90, Péo08, Ver17, vdW17, CMM?15, DS89, Gin76, Gin83a, Gre00, Grö83, Kre89, Kre11, Ler80, LG12, Nor80, Sal94b, Sha99a, Spe13].
Sixteenth- [SPE13]. Sixteenth-Century [Gin11b, Jar90, Gin76, Gre00, Grö83, Kre89, Kre11, Sal94b, Sha99a]. Size [Gol96b, Gra13b]. Sized [Wil04]. Sizes [Hei16].
själen [Sha07a]. Skeptical [Sch15, AB13]. Skepticism [LG12].
Sketches [Hos08c]. Sketching [Kes15, Nas13]. Skidi [Had84]. Skies [Gin80c, Rug07, War79, Hos10b]. Skills [Kwa12].
Sky [Arn95, Ave97, Bel16b, Gin80c, Had84, Hea97, Hos06a, Jar09a, McC83a, McC07, Men86, Smi89, Ste11, Sul14, Ver09, Wil87a, Yeo99, Mun13, Ash82, Gin10b, How88, Ost04, Sch07a]. Skyscapes [Bel16a]. Skywatchers [Gol87b, McC98b, Hiv81]. Skywatching [Ald09]. Slab [SS90]. Slava [Ano15f]. Slavs [Rya09]. Slide [LH05]. Slipher [LV13].
Slot [CTE12]. Small [Hos05c]. Smithsonian [Ger17, Gin87c, Wis06, DeV90, Die91a, Doe90, DuP90, Wis06, Gin01e]. Smyth [Eva87a, Eva87a, Hos88, Hos88]. Snatching [Gin88d]. Sneeferu [BM15]. Snows [Waf04].
So-Called [Wes84]. sobranii [Rya71].
Sobre [Omo13, Nor00b]. Social [Sch01c].
Societe [Ano77]. Sociétés [Hos08b].
Societies [Sid10]. Society [Ano76b, Ano94c, Ano15f, Ban13, Gin81a, Gin81b, Heg78, Heg82, Hin04, Jar90, UL95, Vic85, Gin81b, HR92, Ke183, Ron89, Tho90b]. Sociologist [Smi18]. Sociology [Sul02].
Socorro [Had84]. Socrates [Gre14].
**Software** [Fat00, Ols93]. **SOL** [UCI16].

**SOLaires** [Par85]. **Solar**

[Ald02, Ano95b, Bar88, Bec00, Bre00, BSL86, Bro88a, Bru96, Coh86a, Cro12, Cul07, Dev05, Duk08, Edi71a, ECT10, FA97, Far93, Grao8b, Gur06, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos86b, Huf91, Jon91b, Jon12, Jon16, LZ99, Mac15, Moe75, New77, OP92, Pan94a, Pan94b, Pan95, Plo77, SS95, SS96, SS97a, Sak80, Sal85, Sch05b, SS86, Ste97, SH81, SF95, SS06, Ste08a, Ste10b, Thu95, Tre90, Wes79, Whi92, Wlo07, Yeo07, Zei85a, GC01, KF70, Mac15, Bru96, Haw74].

**Sold** [Smi94a]. **Soldiers** [Ano15f, Ger14].

**Sole** [AH83, Rap11c]. **Soleil** [Dob86, Ler80].

**Solid** [Gra00]. **Solis** [CG12]. **Solstice** [All92, Hos97c, SS90].

**Solstitial** [BAE93, EBA94]. **Solution** [Swe00, Van74a, Wes09a]. **Solving** [Cer96, Mor01b, Kin73, Sta95]. **Some**

[Ano04b, Ext92, Jon86, Kak95, KGS8, Mea71, MLI14, Pin98, Ros82a, Rug87, SG05, TM78, Tur77, Van71a, Van71b, Wao80, ZBF04, Ano84b]. **Somer** [Gin01b].

**Somerville** [Eis85, Nee08, Nee08]. **Sometimes** [Zso10]. **Somnium** [Voe97].

**Son** [Hos12b, Lan87, dA17]. **Songs** [Hos97a].

**Sonne** [Hub83, Fei13, Hei14b]. **Sonnenuhren** [Eag08a, Eag08b, Eva08]. **Sons** [Dew70, Gin97b].

**Sopra** [Gin02c]. **Soul** [Bon05, Sha07a, Gin14, Ste88].

**Soul-Searching** [Bon05]. **Source**

[Ano71d, Dob83b, Hef76b, Kre10, Kus86a, Mer88, Not15a, Osr80, Poul75, SL13, Sha96, She15, Tri97, WW71]. **Sourcebook** [Kre08, Cer99]. **Sources**

[Ano78b, Arm74, Dal78, Dob83b, Gin07b, Mer88, Sar78, SL83, UC17, Van71a, Van71b, Wll84, Kn07, Oos15, Poul85]. **South**

[Ave95, Hos91a, Hos89a, Pow95, Rur94, Rug96]. **South-West** [Rug94, Rug96].

**Southern** [Bha91a, Edm98, Hea97, Ore90, Sch02, Sni98, War77, War79, Ano97c, Che99, Hos10b, Sne98, Wil96]. **Southwest**

[Rot03, HVT+01, You86, Zei85b]. **souvenir** [Bir74]. **Sovereign** [TQ17]. **Soviet**

[Ano15f, Ger14]. **Soyria** [PP82]. **Sozietdt**

[Wes97]. **sozvezdii** [Slo90]. **Space**

[Ano15f, Bed10, Ben76b, Bro10, Cro15, Doe08, Eva82, Ger17, Gol03b, Hir92, Huf06a, Krs10, Kr80, Lau4, Lov87, Mac93, McC07, McC013c, Rem15, Sis85, Spr92, Tal99, Tato9, Tr10, Tur72, Van93b, Wa91, Ben14b, Ger14, Ano15f, Dico0a, Hos20a, Mac93].

**Spacefarers** [Neu13, Ger17]. **Spaceflight** [Bro10, Neu13, Ger17]. **Spain**

[Ano17e, Hos92b, HVT+01, Iwa96, Kun80, Lei17, RC16, UC16, Mer96]. **Spanish**

[Mos10, Mos10, Sni93, UC16]. **spätere** [Gre00]. **Special** [Gin82a, Mil81]. **Species**

[Rab05]. **Spectacle** [Sul12]. **Spectra**

[KD90, Sut72]. **Spectrographs** [Sta10].

**Spectroscope** [Hos07a]. **Spectroscopy**

[HD06, Mea02, Osr86, Sut72, Hea14, Hen15b, Hen15b, Eis88a]. **Spectrum**

[Hen99a, Hen99b, Mea02, Plo77]. **Spectacular**

[Van98b]. **Spectulum** [Ped79].

**Speed** [vH83]. **Spencer** [Bar88]. **spera** [Pou79]. **Spen**

[Sco90]. **Sphaera**

[Gin15, LN09]. **Sphaerica** [Her12]. **Sphaerical**

[Gin03b]. **Sphaericorum**

[Gin89b]. **Sphären** [Dru84]. **Sphere**

[CMM+15, Sid04, Sta72, Sowe99b, Pin81, Gra07a]. **Spheres** [Bol05, Don73a, Gin85b, Gin03d, Gin04b, Gra06, Hos02a, Nor08, Sal94a, Sow72, Sow92b, Bol05, Wes77b].

**Spherical**

[Dru84, Gin03b, GH07, Plo00, Kin73]. **Sphericity**

[Voe02]. **Spherics** [Ber12]. **Spheroid**

[Deb91]. **Spin** [Van14b]. **Spinning**

[Sch11]. **Spiral**

[Gin92a, Hef74, Hef75, Hos76c, Hos82c]. **Spirals**

[ASCE14, DH91, Liv13]. **Spirit**

[McM05]. **Spiritual** [GG14]. **Spitzer**

[Ost97a, Sni97a, Ost97a]. **Spokes** [SD03]. **Spot** [Hoc92, Mac15]. **Spotlight** [Sul12]. **Spots** [Pas03b]. **Spread** [Fin99]. **Spring**
Stations [Atk76, ABB03]. Statistical

[Da 04]. Springer [Apt14, Bec15, Cro15, Hea15, LF15, Mir17, Mol14b, Roc17].

Spuren [Kri97]. Spurious [Wlo10]. Sputtik [Bru96]. Spyglass [Sha07c].

Square [AZB02]. St [Oes15, RR13, Wlo15].

St. [Bot76, Oes15, Kri97]. Stadt [Wl75, Wl75]. Staffs [Ree11].

Stalinist [Nic90]. Stamp [Gin10a]. Stamping [Dic13a, LF15]. Stamps [LF15].

Standing [Sco90, Fei95]. Standstills [MEA91].

[AB13, Ano10b, Ash81, Bon07, Cer99, CS14, DE00, Dob02, Duk02, Duk03, Eva87b, Eva87c, Eva92, FZ07, Gin70a, Gin81c, Gin00b, GHHB02, Gin06b, Gin12a, Gra07b, Gra10, Gra13b, Hos08g, Hos11b, Hos13, IK80, KPG03, Kri93, Kul80, Kun80, Kun86b, Kun91, Loc83, Loc92, Moz16, Nor08a, Pin88, SC88, Sch01a, Sch13, Sni92a, St109, Sta06, Ste14, Sve86b, Sym02, SC13, Th84, Ver13, Wal07, War71, Wri07, Zso94, Sch15, She90, Nor08a, Wl79, Cee99, Coo75, Kru97].

Star-Clock [Loc83]. Star-Size [Gra13b].

Stardust [Dic13b]. Starého [Gin83a].

Starlight [Aub12, Chi16, Eis88a, Hen15b, Ll99, Hen14, Cen17, War80]. Starowolski [Ait82].

Starry [DeV03, Gin90f, Wl15, HDG +13]. Stars [And00, Apt99, Ave09, Ave11, Ber92, Bon09b, Cha15a, Cro12, DK83a, DK83b, DeV00b, De 06, DV94, Eas96, Gen90a, Gin04c, Gra13b, Gui85, Had84, Hei16, Hol09, Hos77, Hos9a, Hos08f, Hug10, K90, Lay02, Lin07, M197, Mar12a, Mer97, Mor97, Og11, Ost97a, Ph91, RC92, Rug99, RC16, Sch07b, Smi00, Ste16, SG09, S112a, Tai03, V801, Wag87, Wh17, W107, Wlo90, Zso10, Ber70, Ber81, Bry81, D1c13b, Gin75a, Gin06b, Kre89, Kun91, Mea70b, Tay10b, Wag88].

Started [App05]. Starting [Zso10]. State [Jas96b, Sch91, Smi98]. Statecraft [Ald03].

States [Hu91, An097c, Rot17, Smi97, Waf01, Waf02, WW71, Wl96, Waf01].

Story [Ait82]. Still [Car17b]. Stillman [Mac94]. Stimulus [Mar99].

Storm [Sch14a]. Storm [Ros84].

Storms [San99]. Story [Cap12, Dic13b, Dra80, Hea15, Heg85, Lau14, Lep14, MCC99, ML14, PAS03b, Van98c, Wil07, Nat13]. Straight [Ruf71]. Strange [Cro12]. Strange [Ano84b, WO08].

Strasbourg [Ano83b, Fon83]. Strategies [Mac90]. Strath [Sco90]. Stratosphere [Van95a]. Strawberries [Cul05]. Street [PC87]. String [Gre00]. Strings [Gen90a].
Syzygies [Hos95a, Kok98, Kre11, PC01].
Syzygy [CG97].

T. [Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99]. Tüsi [dB95, Ves73]. Table [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Rem15].

Tables [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Rem15].

Tablets [Bel14a, BH12, BSL86, CG09, Cha12, CG97, Cha17, CS14, Dob77, Dob83b, Eva88, Eva01, Gin91b, Gin96c, Gol82, Gol01b, GC08, Hog88, Hus12, JGLL14, Jon16, Jon17, Kin87, Kun80, LGJLF14, Mar12b, Nor76, Nor85, Pin70, Pin80, Pou85, Sal76, Sam13, SH81, Sve04b, Van94a, Vi88, VG01, vB10, vdW17, Gol84, Kin73, Mer98a, Pou88, Pri91, Cha07, CG18, GC01, Kre07a, Kun86b, Ler06, Nor85, Not15b, SC88, Sve04b, Tho71c, CT93, Eva93b, Gin06c, How80].

Tableaux [Wei82b].

Tabulae [Tho71c, Cha98, Kre07a, PC01, vB10].

Tabularum [Not15b].

Tacchini [And17, Ler80].

Tabulae [Tho71c, Cha98, Kre07a, PC01, vB10].

Tabularum [Not15b].

Tactics [Van85].

Tadhkira [Ans05]. Tahdid [Sal79].

Täheiron [Hig12a].

Tails [Hen09]. Taking [Eva13].

Talayotic [Hos85d, RBH00].

Talayots [AZB02]. Tale [PP07].

Talys [Sm02].

Tally [VSH93].

Tandem [Bon09b].

Tangled [Gin05e].

Tanis [EM08].

Tanzetter [Sha99a].

Tappan [Gin06c].

Tarde [Bau87].

Tarihi [Hei00].

Tarnished [Cas16].

Tartu [Hig12a, Hig12a, Hig12a].

Tashkent [TA02].

Tassinari [Cen14].

Taulas [HHK90, Hos91b].

Taurus [Dre15].

Tavern [Van98b]. Teach [Ban10].

Teaching [Ler00, Rus74a, Rus74b, Voe01, Mea02].

Tears [Gra80].

Tebbutt [Orc88].

Technical [Tur70a].

Teckn [Ano06a, Oes10, Sta99, Sta99].

Technique [KF70].

Techniques [Bell14a, Hus12, Mea02].

Technology [Ano09a, Gin87c, Mac93, Pan94b, Pan95, Smi02, Waf91, Pas14, Ben99, O’D06, Tur71b].

Teil [For83].

Teiledition [Kre07b].

Telegography [Vet12].

Telescope [Arm72, Bak15, Ben81b, Bol10, Cap12, Dup03, Dup08, GMML14, Gin12c, Gra10, Hei08, Huf06a, Jar99, Lau07, Lin79, Low88, McC13c, Rec16, Sim92, Sim99, Shu97b, Spa03, Tat09, Tur77, Waf91, War98, Zui11, Hig12b, SD82, Cap12, Bol10, Gin10c, Gin12c, Hig12b, Hos97a, Lin79, Thi88, Ya99].

Telescope-Building [War98].

Telescopes [Ben76b, Bre17, Cha72, Edd86, Gin17, Hev94, Hos15a, Kra94, Kra12, MBH16, Mol14b, O’D06, Pas14, RC16, Sha07c, Shu97a, Spa04, SG16, Tur79b, Tur84, Van15, dV91, Ben93a, Hev94, Van85].

Telescopic [Ben93a, Dob99b, Dra76, Gin03c, Gol96b, Miil10, Pum11, Thi88, Dic90].

Telesio [Omo13, Omo13].

Temple [Van98c].

Temple [AR00, FA97, JGLL14, LGLF14].

Temples [Bel01a, BS06, BSF08, BFAH+10, EBB+01, Hos04c, PH94, SHV92, SB05, SBF07b, SBF07a, HAG93].

Templo [Spr00].

Tempos [Hos12a].

Temporality [Mur98].

Temps [Hos04f].

Ten [Mul84].

Tenerife [BAE93, EBA94].

tenmon [Nak71].

Teological [Spr00].

Tenth [Arn11, Pou09, For16].

Tenth- [Pou09].

tenth-century [For16].

Temnaous [Bon90b].

Teologia [May11].

Teologie [Lat12].

Teorie [Str10].

Teotihuacan [Ave05, PC87, RS84].

Teratology [Van06].

Tercentenary [Ben93b].

Terminology [Dal80].

Terms [McM9].

Terre [Kus10, Ver09].

terrestrisé [Ste88].

Tertius [Bon90a].

Tessicini [Oos15].

Test [BG12, Kol08, MS85, Sta07, Cre06].

Testimonia [Pin81].

Testing [BAFH+10, Das15, Gli88, Sta07, Tur84].

testo [Omo11a, Swe92b].

Tests [Hys96].

Text [Arn11, Gin89c, Gin96c, Hos02a, Ler00, Pal12, Rap11a, Sal94a, SV16, SL13, Siv98, Swe81, Don93, Gol11, Gol11, Cau17, Kel10, Swe88].

Textbook [Eva05, Gin88e].

Texte [Eva88, Sha94a, Swe98].
Textes [Dob83b, Wil03]. Texts [Arn95, Ber92, Dal01, Eas92, Gin72, Hub91, Kre13, McC91, Mer88, Pou84, Sid10, SS06, Pin98, Ste13, Gin92c, Hos97b]. Teyle [Ano76c]. th [Tri10]. Thabit [Rag92, Rag92]. Thackeray [Fea00]. Thales [Gra14a, Pan94a, SF97]. Theaters [Kru08]. Theatre [Loc89]. Thebes [LB06]. Their [Ano04b, Bel01a, Ber92, Coh91, Dew00, DK96, Eng02, Gen92b, Gin87a, Gin01e, Gin06b, Kri97, Kun88, Mul80, Nor04, Pas03a, Pin88, RM92, Sch05a, Sta10, Tri03, UCI16, VG01, WW74, ZB04, Not15a]. Theistic [How02]. Thema [Har84]. Theme [Van85]. Themes [Mea71]. Théodore [JT92]. Theodosius [Ber12, Bar13a]. Theological [Ano04b, Bel01a, Ber92, Coh91, Dew00, DK96, Eng02, Gen92b, Gin87a, Gin01e, Gin06b, Kri97, Kun88, Mul80, Nor04, Pas03a, Pin88, RM92, Sch05a, Sta10, Tri03, UCI16, VG01, WW74, ZB04, Not15a]. Theoretical [Aab72, Pin03, Hen92]. theoretical-historical [Hen92]. theoretischen [Swe99a]. Theoriam [Don00]. Theorica [Pan12, Bar13a]. Theoricas [Mal13]. Théorie [Neu81, Nor82]. Theorien [vdW78]. theoriengeschichtlichen [Hen92]. Theories [Ano84b, Ber97b, Bur10, Eva82, Eva93a, Hen09, Hett76a, Hos04f, Moc75, Mul80, O'B88, Rut13, Smi98, Sut72, Tri97, Van86]. Theory [BFAH*10, BH73a, BH73b, Bri98, CT12, CS02b, Cule, Duk08, Eas00, Eis06, For70c, Gin82a, Gle07, Gol97, Gra13b, Gra12e, Hos03a, KRD90, Kn10, Kra99, Kre81b, McC99, Mil81, Nau01, New77, Ruf71, Sal87, Sch90, Swe72, Swe73, Swe75, Swe76, Swe89, Swe99a, Swe04a, Swe17a, TG87, Whl72, Whl73b, Wil87d, Wil03, Wil08b, Wil11, Wil11, vH87, vdW74, Wil87c, Hen92, Hen97, Wes77a, Ken87, KH73, Mar89]. There [Rya09]. Thermodynamics [Gre09]. Theses [Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71k, Ano72h, Ano72i, Ano73c, Ano77k, Ano80e, Ano82l]. Thesis [Gin85e]. Thierfelder [Gau17]. Things [Gin03g]. Thinking [GB11, Van89]. Third [Bon09a, Ven06, VN12]. Thirteenth [Gra05a, Fle92, KG82, San98]. Thirteenth-Century [Kle92, KG82]. Tholos [HAG95b, HVT*01, Mar02]. Thom [Atk86, Fre77, Rad90]. Thomas [Hos08d, Hut12, War98, Edd72, Hen08, Hos70, Hos81, HR92, Hos03a, Don86, Hen08, Loh75]. Thomson [Hoy84]. Thoren [Wes91, Lat93]. Thought [Van15, Har13, Rot17, Bru78a, Lix17, Sch70]. Thoughts [Kni70, Whl70a, Don93, Sha92]. Thousand [Sch13]. Threat [Ano09a]. Three [AH83, BBW97, Dic06, Gin85e, Gin87c, Har92, Hog88, Lan83, Loc95, Mes15, Qua17, Rug96, Scc90, SS90, Sta95, Thm95, Zso94, Cul17, Fre14, Ano95b, Ben84, Don88a, Har75]. Three-Slab [SS90]. Throwings [Gin96d]. Tibetan [Pet80]. Tibetischen [Pet80]. Tides [Coo00, Van85, Coo00]. Tierkreiszeichen [Bur84]. Tierra [Ave87]. Ties [Bro88b]. til [Ho103]. Timaeus [Llo11, Llo11]. Time [Ald11, Ave92, Ave94, AMP95, AMP96, BD81, BD82, Bed80, Ben99, Bro90, Cle71, Dav15, Dew79, Dick82, Eva11, Gin86b, Gin88c, Goo09, Han09b, Jhi74, Ke199. Kuru08, Kul81, Mar12b, Mcc07, Moe83, Mul82, O'B88, Par90, Roc80, Sak80, Spr02, SF94, Ste12c, Ter84, Tum74, Wat92, Wo11, Ben14b, BC16, Rem15, Ahr97, Ave92, Ave95, Bru09, Eva11, Gin78a, Gin85c, Gra01, HS81, Kre89, Ste12c, Syl07, Tur72, Wun87]. Timekeeping [Sal06, Smi81, Wa02]. Timely [Gin88c]. Times [Ano77a, Arm73, Dic09, Gin87a, Hol77, Mor01a, Nor00b, SS95, SSM97, SS97b, Ste97, Ste98a, SF93, SG09, TT83, BN81, Nor08b, Pal12, Sha87a]. timinar [Sha07a]. Tinsley [Eis01]. Titelbilder [Ano06a]. Titius [KH73, Jak72b]. Tobias
[Her72, Wil11, For70c, For80a, Kle14, Wil11, Gin82b, Kle14]. **Today** [Llo11, Moe77].

**Todd** [SM04]. **todos** [dA17]. **Together** [Sal95]. **Toke** [Gan15]. **Toledan** [Gin06c, Gin06c]. **Toledo** [Swe04b, Chab97, Swe04b]. **Tomb** [GB10]. **Tombaugh** [Rea92, Rea92]. **Tombe** [ZHGM98, HAG95b, HP98, HMA+98, HP99, HS99, HVT+01, Le 08, Le 09, Mar02, PHP92, PHP93, PRA87, RH00, SK08, PP82, Bel01a]. **Tome** [HRVM13]. **Tommy** [Eva13]. **Too** [Zso10]. **Took** [Ano15f, Ger14]. **Toolbox** [Gin13b]. **Tools** [Dan12b, Gin99a, O’D06, RPPA15, Rot17, Har13]. **Topical** [Rot03]. **Topics** [Wel84].

**Torreon** [DW83]. **Total** [SS06]. **Totale** [Rap11c]. **Tour** [Hut12]. **Touring** [Hut12]. **Tower** [Kra99, Rod73, Hen92, Hen97]. **tra** [Bel11]. **Trabant** [Hei14b]. **Tracing** [CR11].

**Tractatus** [Tur03]. **Trade** [Gin02b, Rud92]. **Tradition** [AS97, Eva92, Gin81d, Gin00b, Gol98, GC06, KD98, Lai98, Ma90, Mar14, Mer06, Mol03, Mos11, Pan10, Pan12, Rag01, Wlo07, Lat00, Sal97]. **Traditional** [Shi09]. **Traditions** [Ber92, Hos06a, Bir74]. **Traduction** [Eva88]. **traduzione** [Omo11a].

**Tragedy** [PP07]. **Tragic** [Mac76]. **Tragicall** [Tur75]. **Trains** [Edm11]. **Traité** [Hus13]. **Traîts** [Cha90, Wil03]. **Trajectoire** [Hos11a]. **Transactions** [Ano15f, Jai90, Ke83]. **Transcription** [Ano15f, Van10].

**Transformation** [Hod77, Ost05a, Sal97]. **Transformations** [Jon15, Rag05, Roc17, Wes18]. **Transformed** [Gin03g, Smi91]. **Transgressor** [Jon90b]. **Transit** [DOL98, Dic09, Gin05c, Gra13a, Ko08, Sch01b, SM04, Van76, Ye00, vH86, Ye00]. **Transition** [Har92, Kre02]. **Transits** [Bia05, Dic09, Dun13, Gin13c, Gur06, Gur06]. **Transjordan** [BGP13]. **Translated** [Cro15, Lep14, Ste98b, Swe17c, Too95]. **Translating** [Cul05]. **Translation** [Bon09a, Eva05, Fin10, Gan15, Gin96c, Gin03b, Gra01, Has11, Ke10, LGJLF14, Neu81, Pal12, Pan09a, Ped87, Pin03, dSP78, RA18, Ros74a, Sal95, Sha02, Tih07, Too81, War93, Wil82, Car99, Don93, Knu14, Swe86a, Ans05, Lin07]. **Translations** [CMM+15, Gra08a, Vai12, Ber12, Ras13]. **Translator** [Gan87]. **Transmission** [Ans05, Dal01, DS89, Gin03a, GC08, Nor06, Sal97, dB95]. **Transmitting** [Ano06a]. **Transversal** [Gol77]. **Trapped** [Don88a]. **Trattati** [GM03]. **Travails** [Kri97, Smi07].

**Travel** [Ban10]. **Traveler** [War93]. **Travis** [Had84]. **TRB** [GGCF06]. **TRB-West** [GGCF06]. **Treasure** [Haz02]. **Treasurer** [Gau87]. **Trends** [Wea90]. **Treasure-Hunting** [Haz02]. **Treasures** [Gin94, War08]. **Treasuary** [Hol02a, Hos05a]. **Treatise** [Ack05, Eva89, Gin15, Gin03b, Gra14b, Hoo84, Kin02, Lin07, Nor92a, Nor02, Oss12, Pin71a, RA18, Sam07, Ste88, Swe86a, Tur96, Yaz14, She15]. **Treatises** [Gin97c, vD80, Har75]. **Treatment** [Aab72, Gol95b, Mac98]. **Treibzond** [Sha07b]. **Tree** [Edd86]. **Trends** [Wea90]. **Trent** [Ped83]. **Trepidation** [CG03, Pin72].

**Trens** [Not15a]. **Trial** [Ano05a, Bla91b, Fan09, How05, JLS+05, JLS05, Lew07, Wes89, How08]. **Triangle** [Dib76]. **Triangles** [GH07]. **Triangulum** [Gin89b]. **Tribiblos** [JT92]. **Tribune** [Dew87]. **Tribute** [Naz16]. **Trigonometrisch** [Swe90]. **Trigonometry** [Duk10, Gin89b, Plo00, Duk10]. **Trilogy** [Bed80]. **Triumph** [De605]. **Trois** [SM04].

**Tropics** [Thu03]. **Trotter** [Can90]. **Trouble** [Sta002]. **Troublesome** [Fan05, Gin04c]. **Troughton** [McC94]. **Trudy** [Ros74b]. **True** [CG97, Rot17, Waf02, Har13, PC01]. **Truth** [Lew07]. **Trying** [Ser13]. **Tübingen** [CM10, Mar99]. **Tuckerman** [SH81]. **Tucson** [Gin01e]. **Turbines** [Gin02]. **Turm** [Hen92]. **Turner** [Gen96, TH79, Gen96]. **Turnhout** [Eva17]. **Turning** [App05]. **Tusi**
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